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ABSTRACT
This dissertation addresses an alternative sampling method called level-crossing (LC). In recent years LC
has emerged as an alternative to the traditional Nyquist-Shannon based sampling. While the conventional
approach is an ideal enabler of reliable and perfect signal reconstruction, it is not always economical and
ecient. LC is a threshold-based sampling that is particularly suitable for processing bursty signals, which
exist in a diverse range of settings.
The motivations for this work are twofold: one is to address signal reconstruction outside of the conven-
tional paradigm, and the other is to address compression in data processing. This work makes the following
contributions: 1. consistent reconstruction algorithm via LC for a general class of signals, 2. perfect recon-
struction algorithm via LC for signals of nite rate of innovation, 3. a universal sequential algorithm for
the placement of reference levels that is competitive with the best static scheme known a priori, and 4. a
numerical index that measures signal sparseness which is used to analytically show the relationship between
rate of transmission and signal characteristics.
The framework established in this work aims to capture the full potential of LC. Insights gained from the
analytical work will contribute to the establishment of new data acquisition protocols and provide references
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This dissertation addresses an alternative sampling method called level-crossing (LC). Conventional signal
processing techniques are based upon the celebrated Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem, where a signal
is sampled uniformly in time at a frequency at least twice the signal's maximum frequency. If needed,
the signal is preprocessed with an anti-aliasing lter. Whether this conventional approach is eective and
economical depends on the signal itself and the purpose of sampling. When the goal of sampling is to nd
the best reconstruction of the original in the bandlimited signal space, the conventional method is ideal.
This, however, is often not the only objective. In addition to perfectly recovering the original, it also makes
good engineering sense to sample economically and eciently. Furthermore, the Nyquist-Shannon theorem
does not give sampling guidelines for signals that are not aptly described by the bandlimited subspace. In
resolving these issues, conventional uniform sampling is not ideal, since it characterizes signals by bandwidth
alone. All signals of the same bandwidth, regardless of their temporal, parametric, or statistical structure,
are sampled at the same frequency, twice the signal bandwidth. As such, uniform sampling is inherently
one-size-ts-all. Except for tuning the sampling frequency, it does not oer other ways to tailor to local
variations of the input.
In this dissertation we propose to process bursty signals using LC. LC sampling has been proposed in
the literature as an alternative to the traditional sampling method [1{5]. More recently, it has emerged
as a promising technology in the search of ecient sampling methods for data transmission in a variety of
systems. In this approach, signals are compared with a set of reference levels and samples are taken on the
time axis, indicating the times at which the analog signal exceeded each of the associated reference levels.
This threshold-based sampling is particularly suitable for processing bursty signals, which exist in a diverse
range of settings, from natural images to biomedical responses to sensor network transmissions. Such signals
share the common characteristic that information is delivered in bursts, or temporally sparse regions, rather
than in a constant stream. Sampling by LC visibly mimics the behavior of such input signals. When the
input is bursty, LC samples also arrive in bursts. When input is quiescent, fewer LC samples are collected.
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As such, LC is event-driven by letting the signal dictate the rate of data collection and quantization: more
samples are taken when the signal is bursty, and fewer when otherwise. One direct benet of such sampling
is that it allows for economical consumption of power. Unlike traditional sampling circuits that consume a
constant amount of power even when there is no change in the input signal, LC oers higher instantaneous
bandwidth and precision when sampling is performed. When it is implemented with an asynchronous event-
driven circuit approach, resolution can be improved without an increase in the overall bit rate or power
consumption. In addition to being energy ecient, LC also lends itself naturally to compression, making it
a good candidate to lower transmission rates in certain communication systems. In applications where an
input needs to be recovered or parameters need to be estimated, LC can oer advantageous performance as
well.
The spirit of this work is not to replace the conventional sampling with LC. The broad appeal of the
uniform sampling method, along with the commercial availability of Nyquist-rate analog-to-digital converters
(ADCs) and their integration with a wide variety of signal processing systems, has established itself as the
standard data acquisition scheme. Our attention is focused on signals that are either temporally sparse
or sparse in the projected space, and we will show that they can be processed more eciently by LC. In
particular, we are interested in keeping the acquisition circuitry simple and the number of necessary samples
low, so that accurate (not necessarily perfect) reconstruction can be obtained economically. Our goal is to
improve the economy of signal acquisition in terms of the number of samples needed, the associated signal
recovery algorithms, and the hardware complexity.
1.1 Contributions
The contributions of this dissertation are threefold and are listed below.
1. Since signal reconstruction is a key measure of any data collection scheme, we examine various signal
reconstruction capabilities of LC. First, a conceptual design of an LC ADC is provided, together
with an analysis of its resolution. A consistent reconstruction algorithm is oered for a general class
of signals, then exact reconstruction algorithms are provided for signals of a nite rate of innovation.
Results are extended to sampling of sparse signals, and connections are made between LC and subspace
estimation. We analyze the performance of these algorithms by examining their reconstruction stability,
computational complexity, and when applicable, their mean squared error (MSE) bounds. In many
cases, we nd that they are more ecient than uniform sampling when input is temporally sparse.
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2. The advantages that LC demonstrated in the previous section hinge on the proper placement of the
reference levels in the LC ADC. In the second part of this dissertation, we devise ways to appropriately
place the reference levels in an LC ADC. Ideally, the levels are placed where information can be
suitably extracted from the sampled signal; however, such an arrangement is usually known only in
hindsight. Instead of relying on the use of an a priori signal model or employing a signal tracking
algorithm, we favor a dierent approach: only a small set of levels is used at any given time, and it is
sequentially updated. Our algorithms demonstrate universality, such that they assume nothing except
that the input's dynamic range is known ahead of time, and they sample input by adaptively learning
its structure. We show through performance analysis that these algorithms not only do as well as the
best static schemes known in hindsight, but they can also be improved to compete with the best signal
tracking algorithms.
3. In the last part of the dissertation, we consider the problem of LC sampling for signal transmission.
In the standard design of transmitters, the processing of the source is performed in two steps: rst,
it is uniformly sampled; then, the samples are compressed. As many have pointed out, this sample-
then-compress method is by nature greedy. Often a large quantity of samples, more than necessary, is
acquired at the expense of additional resources, only to be discarded later on by source coding. As such,
it can be very inecient. In our setup, this two-step process is replaced with LC and thresholding.
The source is level-crossed, then changes in amplitude, instead of amplitude values themselves, are
stored sequentially. The samples are furthered processed by thresholding. In some cases, this process
can suciently compress the signal to render further source coding unnecessary. Therefore, LC can
be used to maximize the usefulness of every bit sampled, and as a result, it minimizes the rate of
transmission. We devise a numerical index that measures the sparseness of a continuous-time signal,
and show analytically that the signal's rate of transmission is inversely proportional to the index, i.e.,
the more bursty the signal is, the lower the rate of transmission can be.
The framework established in this dissertation aims to capture the full potential of LC ADC. We believe
insights gained from the analytical work will contribute to the establishment of new data acquisition protocols
and provide references for hardware implementations of LC ADCs.
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1.2 Motivations
The motivations for this dissertation work are twofold: one is to address signal reconstruction outside of the
conventional paradigm; the other is to address compression in data processing.
Signal reconstruction: In contrast to the conventional wisdom of signal reconstruction, a broad class
of signals can be accurately, sometimes even exactly, reconstructed from a number of samples that is far
less than the number dictated by Shannon's sampling theory. Algorithms that perform such a task exploit
the fact that many signals, despite their large bandwidth, have a sparse representation, such as signals
of nite rate of innovation (FRI), where a nite number of free parameters exists per unit interval. For
example, consider transmissions of neurons in neural systems. Neurons use voltage pulses to communicate
with each other, and this process can be modelled by an impulse train of unknown delays. Such neural
signals by nature have signicantly high bandwidth; hence, translating them from the analog to the digital
domain using the uniform sampling framework would necessitate the use of a high-rate ADC, at the expense
of high power consumption and high sensitivity to noise and timing jitters. There is little doubt that
such representation does not t into the framework of the Shannon sampling theorem; hence, their perfect
recovery requires alternative schemes. By nature, neural signals have a signicantly lower rate of innovation
than bandwidth. It has been shown that reconstruction from uniform samples is feasible with the aid of
an annihilating lter [6]; however, the reconstruction algorithm is unstable and physically non-realizable [7].
We will examine the same problem from the perspective of level-crossing, and show that a threshold-based
technique is better suited for signals of such description.
Data compression: In data processing, sampling is usually the rst step in a multi-stage processing of
the input. An analog input needs to be converted into binary form before it can be processed further, and
the rate of conversion has always been driven by applications in communication systems, with current ADCs
sampling at frequencies in the gigahertz (GHz) range. The upward trend continues due to the ever increasing
demands from a plethora of high-data-rate applications. On one hand, higher sampling rate oers better
digital delity. On the other hand, this creates a glut of data that requires extra storage units or larger
transmission bandwidth. Conventionally, data are compressed after sampling to alleviate the consumption
of already limited resources. This sample-then-compress method is a two-step process. Although it is an
established paradigm, it is intrinsically inecient [8], [9]: why spend resources on acquiring data that are to
be discarded later on by compression? Over the past few years, an emerging eld of compressed sensing, or
compressive sensing, has been developed with a theoretical framework that enables a certain class of signals
to be reconstructed from samples acquired at a greatly reduced rate [8, 10{12]. Information is gathered as
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needed, no more and no less. The goal is to drastically reduce sampling and computation costs by taking
advantage of the sparse structure of many signals, as well as by considering the agenda of applications. A
range of publications on this subject can be found at http://www.dsp.ece.rice.edu/cs/.
The opportunistic nature of LC sampling is akin to that of compressed sensing recognizing that many
signals in nature are sparse. This term describes signals whose actual support in the time domain or in some
other basis is much smaller than their aggregate length in the basis with which the signal is described; more
economical conversion between the analog and the digital domains can thereby be achieved. Recent work has
shown sparse signals can be reconstructed exactly from a small number of random projections and through
a process employing convex optimization. While this framework of reconstruction by random projection
is theoretically intriguing, it lacks robustness in the presence of noise. It is shown in [13] that signal-to-
noise-ratio (SNR) decreases successively as the number of projections increases, rendering it a less attractive
solution in many practical implementations where noise abounds. In addition, random measurement systems
are not always implementable, especially when the method by which data are collected is not fully in our
control. In practice, a sensing matrix cannot always be constructed according to the assumptions made in
the theoretical development, and even when a sensing matrix can be arbitrarily manipulated, it requires
large memory allocation. LC similarly exploits the sparse (bursty) nature of signals by sampling, intuitively,
where information is located. Furthermore, LC is structurally stable, and various hardware designs have been
oered [14], [15], [16]. Therefore we want to explore of the advantages of combining sensing and compression
into one step by using LC.
1.3 Dissertation Outline
We start by reviewing previous work in sampling and reconstruction in Chapter 2. Then we present the
main results in three parts:
1. Signal reconstruction from LC samples: In Chapter 3 we examine various signal reconstruction
capabilities of LC. First, a conceptual design of LC ADC is provided, together with a study of its design
parameters and resolution. A consistent reconstruction algorithm is given for a general class of signals;
then, exact reconstruction algorithms are provided for signals of nite rates of innovation. Results are
extended to sampling of sparse signals, and connections are made between LC and compressed sensing.
We analyze the performance of these algorithms by examining the MSE bounds and resolutions of
proposed systems. In many cases they are more ecient than the classical methods.
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2. Dynamic assignments of reference levels in the LC ADC: In Chapter 4 we provide algorithms
to optimally place the reference levels in an LC ADC. Instead of using statistic models, we only assume
the dynamic range is known. Several adaptive algorithms that sequentially assign levels in the ADC
are given. Our algorithms demonstrate universality, such that they can be used to sample any signal
by adaptively learning its structure. Furthermore, these sequential algorithms can do almost as well
as if the best constant schemes were known all along. Last but not least, the performance is compared
to Lloyd-max nonuniform quantization.
3. Signal transmissions of LC samples: In Chapter 5 we consider the problem of LC sampling for
signal transmission. LC can naturally combine data acquisition and data compression into one step in
power-limited sensing systems. Of course a signal can be compressed arbitrarily if no regards are given
to the quality of its reconstruction. It makes good sense to compress an analog source into a digital
sequence that is as short as possible, while maintaining a reconstruction performance that is as good
as possible. Therefore, we establish a benchmark performance against which the algorithms will be
measured. When the ADC's sampling bandwidth is high, the signal can be level-crossed and converted
into a sequence of outputs where amplitude is limited to 1; hence, it can be simply compressed by
thresholding. We also examine cases when sampling bandwidth is narrower, and when LC functions
as pre-coding to accentuate the input's sparseness to facilitate the compression that follows. In some
cases, this process can suciently compress the signal to render further source coding unnecessary.





In this chapter we present a review of classic and extended sampling theory, as well as recent work that
focuses on new and ecient sampling methods. This review will provide the background for this thesis.
2.1 Sampling Theory
The classic sampling theory introduced in Shannon's monumental work \Communication in the Presence of
Noise" in 1949 [17] stated the following result:
Theorem 1. (Nyquist-Shannon sampling theorem) Any signal f(t) bandlimited to frequency fo is
completely determined by its uniform samples spaced T = 12fo seconds apart. The perfect reconstruction










The phrase perfect representation means that the reconstructed signal shares the same sample representa-
tion with the original, and both signals have the same energy in the Hilbert space L2. This is the fundamental
result that paved the way for digital processing and transmission of analog signals. While the result is often
attributed to Shannon, equivalent forms of the theorem had appeared earlier in the mathematical literature,
particularly in the work of Whittaker [18].
In recent years, sampling theory has enjoyed a revival, where Shannon's classic result is developed further
into a more general formulation and new terrains are explored. Much of the new work takes into account
issues encountered in implementation [19]. In an idealized scenario, an analog signal is converted into a
sequence of numbers using (2.1) at no loss of information. In practice, however, complications arise. First,
real-world signals are not always bandlimited. Second, ideal low-pass lters do not exist. Third, the sinc
function has a slow time decay of 1t . Fourth, in a numerical environment, samples are inevitably quantized
to have nite precision. Henceforth, revisits of Shannon's sampling theorem have factored these concerns
into consideration and adjusted the perspective on sampling.
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Figure 2.1: A block diagram of sampling and reconstruction using Shannon's sampling theorem. Signal f is
made bandlimited by an LP lter with cuto frequency fo =
1
2T . It is then sampled at uniform intervals of
T . A reconstruction can be obtained by interpolating samples fckg with translates of the sinc function.
2.1.1 Sampling as orthogonal projection
The rst step in the extension of Shannon's sampling theorem is realizing abstractly that sampling with an
ideal low-pass (LP) lter is the orthogonal projection from the Hilbert space L2, where the original signal
resides, onto the much smaller subspace B of bandlimited signals. When a non-bandlimited input f is treated
with an LP lter prior to sampling, geometrically speaking, it is orthogonally projected onto the bandlimited
signal space B with minimized error [20],
f^ = PBf; f 2 L2; (2.2)
where PB is the orthogonal projection operator, PB : L2 ! B, and f^ is the approximation of f that lies
in subspace B. This enables us to reinterpret the uniform samples ff(kT )gk in (2.1) as coecients of
basis functions that are integer shifts of the sinc function [19]. Nyquist-Shannon (2.1) can be rewritten
alternatively as f(x) =
P
k2Z c(k)'k, where 'k = sinc(x=T   k). This relationship is shown in Figures 2.1
and 2.2. Furthermore, the translates of the sinc function can easily be shown to be orthonormal, such that
h'k; 'li = k l. This orthonomality greatly simplies the calculation of c(k)'s. Each c(k) accounts for the
contribution to f from the basis vector 'k, and it can be found by evaluating the inner product
c(k) = hf; 'ki: (2.3)
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Figure 2.2: Reinterpretation of Shannon's theorem as an orthogonal projection from L2 onto the bandlimited
subspace B. The basis function 'k denotes the kth translate of the sinc function, 'k = sinc(t=T k). Passing
input f through an LP lter is equivalent to projecting f on the space B spanned by translates of the sinc
functions. A reconstruction can be obtained by a linear combination of the bases in B.
2.1.2 Generalized basis in shift-invariant space
After the concept of sampling is reinterpreted as subspace projection, it is natural to extend the subspace
representation from sinc functions to other basis functions. The motivation for doing so is that the sinc
has certain undesirable traits. Although the sinc function has the attractive trait of being able to form an
orthonormal subspace of L2, which facilitates the reinterpretation of the Shannon theorem as orthogonal
projection, it has a slow time decay that renders it a poor choice for image processing. This prompted the
search for more suitable bases; that is, ones that are orthogonal as well as localized (i.e., have shorter time
support). A generalized sampling theory is needed to oer guidance and safeguards in this search, where
Shannon's model is extended to the shift-invariant space to provide a more abstract template for signal
reconstruction.
Denition 1. (A shift-invariant space V ) A shift-invariant space V with basis functions '(x) is dened
as
V (') = ff(x) =
X
k2Z
c(k)'(x  k); c 2 l2g: (2.4)
The signal f(x) can be used to represent a function of time or space. The coecients fc(k)gk are a square-
summable sequence that provides a discrete representation of a continuous-time signal. This extended model
is more general than (2.1) in two ways: rst, the basis ' is not limited to the sinc function only; and second,
the coecients fc(k)gk need not be the signal's uniform samples. The constraints are visibly milder, however;
in order for f(x) 2 V (') to be uniquely specied by its coecients c(k) 2 l2, certain requirements need to
be placed on the function '. There are three conditions:
 The basis functions '(x  k)k2Z are linearly independent.
 The basis ' satises the partition of unity condition, Pk2Z '(x+ k) = 1, which allows the capability
of scalable approximation.
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 The basis ' is a Riesz basis of V ('), where a Riesz basis is dened as:
Denition 2. (Riesz basis) The set f'(x   k)gk2Z forms a set of Riesz basis when they satisfy the
following condition,
8c(k) 2 l2; A k c k2k
X
k2Z
c(k)'(x  k) k2 B k c k2; (2.5)
where jjcjj2 =Pk jc(k)j2, and both constants A and B are positive and nite. The equivalent expression in




j (! + 2k) j2 B; (2.6)
where  is the Fourier transform of '.
The basis is orthonormal if and only if A = B = 1. These conditions facilitate the selection of generalized
functions that have faster time decay than the sinc functions, as well as good approximation capabilities.
An example of such basis is the famous B-spline basis. A B-spline of degree 0, 0(x), is a box function of
amplitude 1 and support jxj < 12 , and B-splines of higher degree n, n  1, can be generated thus:
n(x) = 0  n 1(x); n  1:
These basis functions are symmetric and well localized, and they are particularly advantageous when used
in image processing. The B-splines are not orthogonal, but they satisfy all the conditions for a good basis
in the shift-invariant space. Other examples of good bases can be found in wavelet transform theory.
As in any engineering problem, an improvement in performance almost always comes at the cost of higher
complexity. In this particular case, although basis functions such as B-spline work better than the sinc, it
is more complicated to obtain their coecients fc(k)g than to obtain those for the sinc in (2.3). This is
because f'kg is a set of linearly independent vectors, rather than an orthogonal set. It has been shown that
the best solution to obtain fc(k)g is also to apply an orthogonal projection, but instead of projecting the
input onto 'k, it is projected onto the _'k, the dual basis function of 'k as illustrated in the block diagram
in Figure 2.3,
ck = hf; _'ki: (2.7)
'k and _'k are identical only when 'k's form an orthonormal subspace, i.e., when 'k's are integer translates
of the sinc function. In general, _'k's are determined by evaluating the biorthogonal condition:
h _'k; 'li = k l: (2.8)
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Figure 2.3: Sampling is generalized in this block diagram, where the signal is pre-ltered (sampled) with
f _'kg, and it is post-ltered (reconstructed) with f'kg. In order to obtain a unique reconstruction f^ , the
two bases f _'kg and f'kg need to be biorthogonal, i.e., < _'k; 'j >= k j .
fˆf ( )kS sP
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Figure 2.4: Generalized sampling and reconstruction scheme with sampling space S and reconstruction space
V . When the sampling space is the reconstruction space, S = V , then perfect reconstruction is possible,
f^ = f . However, when S 6= V , the best we can do is consistent reconstruction such that PS f^ = PSf .
Equivalently for a given set of 'k, the _'k can be found by evaluating the following equation,
_(!) =
(!)P
k2Z j (! + 2k) j2
: (2.9)
2.1.3 Consistent reconstruction by oblique projection
Until now, we have focused on the design of the optimal basis functions that allows for an exact reconstruction
of the input, where the sampling space (spanned by f _'kg) and the reconstruction space (spanned by f'kg)
need to be designed to satisfy the biorthogonal condition (2.8). There are, however, times when the method
by which the samples are acquired is not in our control. Suppose some xed pre-processing has already
been performed on the signal (e.g., sampling vectors are xed). We want to manipulate the measurements
in some way to reconstruct f as well as possible, in a subspace V . Under such circumstances when both the
sampling and reconstruction vectors are pre-determined, perfect reconstruction cannot be guaranteed, but
one hopes at least to nd the best approximation possible. Here the concept of consistency arises. Let us
consider the following setup as illustrated in the block diagram in Figure 2.4. A signal f in L2 is measured by
projecting it onto a set of sampling vectors fskg that spans the subspace S 2 L2. We want to construct an
approximation f^ of f , using a set of reconstruction vectors f'kg that spans the subspace V ('). A consistent
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Figure 2.5: Generalized sampling and reconstruction scheme with digital correction lter H. In order for
the output f^ to be a consistent reconstruction of f , V HSf = EV S?f .
reconstruction f^ of f satises the following two conditions:
 When S = V , then f^ = f .
 When S 6= V , then when the reconstructed signal is measured again by S, it produces the same
measurements as the input, PS f^ = PSf .
More formally, let us dene consistency.
Denition 3. (Consistency between two signals) Let f 2 L2, and let f^ be the approximation of f in
the subspace of L2 spanned by ', f^ 2 V ('). The two signals f and f^ are generally not equal, but they are
consistent if they have the same measurements when sampled using measuring vectors fskg,
Sf = hf; s(x  k)i = hf^ ; s(x  k)i = Sf^ : (2.10)
One condition that is imposed in the study of consistency is that V \S? = 0, where S? is the null space
of S [20]. This restriction makes sense, since it prevents a nonzero signal x 2 V from being reduced to an
all-zero measurement description, hx; ski = 0; 8k. Getting the consistent reconstruction requires the help
of a digital correction lter H, which is inserted into the sampling and reconstruction system in Figure 2.5.
The goal is to nd the H such that the condition of consistency (2.10) is met, and that requires the use of
oblique projection.
Denition 4. (Oblique projection) The oblique projection EV S? is dened as the unique operator that
projects the signal onto V , along the direction of S?, such that EV S?v = v 8v 2 V , and EV S?w = 0
8w 2 S?. Furthermore, the operator also satises E2 = E.
The theorem below asserts that when the overall system in Figure 2.3 is an oblique projection with range






Figure 2.6: Geometric interpretation of orthogonal projection, with the restriction that V \ S? = f;g. If
f 2 V , then perfect reconstruction of f from its samples PSf is possible.
Theorem 2. (Consistent reconstruction [20]) For the system described by Figure 2.5, where f is sampled
with fskg and reconstructed in V ('), f^ is a consistent reconstruction of f if and only if it is an oblique
projection of f ; i.e., f^ = V HSf = EV S?f .
Figures 2.6 and 2.7 oer a visual interpretation of the geometric dierences between perfect and consistent
reconstruction. If the input lies in the reconstructed space V entirely, then perfect reconstruction is feasible.
On the other hand, if the input lies somewhere in space, and Ps?f 6= , then the portion of the input that lies
in S? is lost upon sampling via projection onto S; hence, perfect reconstruction is not possible. The next
best thing is to nd a consistent reconstruction f^ in V , such that based on the given measurements and a
lack of additional information of the original, they are indistinguishable from one another.
2.2 Sampling for Detection and Estimation
In addition to sampling for signal reconstruction, sampling for parameter estimation is also studied. Con-
ventionally, the signal is sampled uniformly, then an algorithm is applied to the discrete-time samples to
extract an estimation of the parameters in question. This method, though ideal under the assumptions that
the signal is bandlimited and the noise is independently white Gaussian, does not guarantee optimality nor
eciency when these assumptions are not met. Furthermore, in many signal processing applications, signals
are acquired only to make a detection or a classication decision, so sampling at the Nyquist rate, which
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Figure 2.7: Geometric interpretation of oblique projection, with the restriction that V \S? = f;g. When f
does not entirely lie in V , perfect reconstruction cannot be guaranteed; however, by using oblique projection,
we can nd a unique consistent reconstruction f^ in V , for any input f .
or parameter estimation economically, so that good performance can be had at a lower sampling rate and
lower computation complexity [21].
Since the variety of estimation problems is unlimited, it is necessary to dene an analytically tractable
model. The commonly considered parametric signals take a specic form { they are a superposition of scaled





These signals are characterized by amplitudes fakg and delays ftkg, which are free parameters to be esti-
mated. When the number of free parameters is nite over a nite interval, they are referred to as signals
with nite rate of innovation (FRI) [7], [21], [6].
Denition 5. (Rate of innovation) Let Cx(ta; tb) be a counting function that counts the number of degrees











Such a signal characterization is attractive, principally because bandwidth of h(t) does not aect the
performance of estimation. Regardless of the signal bandwidth, the continuous-time (innite dimensional)
signal can be reduced to a nite-dimensional set of data that provides sucient information for estimation.
The task is to nd an algorithm that is both eective and ecient, i.e., uses as little data as possible, to
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obtain performance that is as good as possible. An abstract class of signals with FRI that has been widely
used is a stream of Diracs. This class of signals has very high bandwidth, in many cases much higher than its
rate of innovation; hence, it is an ideal case study that can showcase the eciency of an alternative sampling
scheme.
Denition 6. (A stream of Diracs with rate of innovation  = 2KT ) f(t) is a real-valued length-T signal




ai(t  ti); 0  t  T: (2.13)
Together there are 2K unknowns in an interval of T . As such, f(t) has a rate of innovation  = 2KT .
Theorem 3. (Reconstruction of FRI signals [6]) Consider the stream of Diracs f(t) in (3:23) with rate
of innovation  = 2KT . Let the sampling vectors h(t  nT ) be translates of the sinc function with bandwidth
B  . Then, f can be perfectly reconstructed from N uniform samples, N  2K, where the samples are
yn = hf; h(t  nT )i; n = 0;    ; N   1: (2.14)
In other words, such a signal can be recovered uniquely from its projection onto a subspace of dimension
that is equal to its degrees of freedom. The reconstruction algorithm is given in detail in [6]. The core of the
algorithm relies on the use of an annihilating lter, which is a standard technique in high-resolution spectral
estimation. Numerical issues aside, the use of an annihilating lter can theoretically isolate the locations
ti's of the impulses. After their locations are found, the coecients ai's are solved by using a Vandermonde
system, which guarantees a solution when the ti's are distinct.
The essence of this sampling scheme is to characterize a signal by its innovation (degrees of freedom)
rather than by its bandwidth. This framework, can, of course, be extended to a broader class of signals,
namely parametric signals that are nonuniform splines and piecewise polynomials. Furthermore, both sinc
and Guassian sampling vectors can be used to procure the samples. In practice, when noise is present,
oversampling and standard techniques such as singular value decomposition can be used. As a measurement
of performance, Cramer-Rao bound (CRB) is used to nd the lower bound on the variance of any estimate of
nonrandom parameters. Let  be a vector of parameters of interest, and let ^ be the estimate of this vector.
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Figure 2.8: In this long-established paradigm for digital data acquisition, the input is sampled then com-
pressed before being transmitted or stored. On the receiver, it is decompressed before further processing. In
order to reduce the transmission bandwidth, compression can drastically reduced the bit rate, K  N .












and the Cramer-Rao states that:
Theorem 4. (Cramer-Rao lower bound on parameter estimation [22]) The covariance matrix of an




(   ^)(   ^)T
i
 J() 1: (2.15)
Any estimate that satises the bound with equality is called an ecient estimate.
2.3 Compressed Sensing
As stated repeatedly, the central doctrine of signal processing is that in order to obtain a perfect represen-
tation, a signal must be sampled at a rate no less than twice its highest frequency. In the larger picture of
data processing, sampling is usually the rst step in a multi-stage processing with usually limited resources.
In most applications as shown in Figure 2.8, data are compressed after sampling to reduce the consumption
of expensive components, such as hard disk space or transmission bandwidth. This sample-then-compress
method, though a long-established paradigm, is inherently wasteful: why spend resources on acquiring data
that are to be discarded later on by compression? Over the past few years, an emerging eld of compressed
sensing, or compressive sensing, has been developed with a theoretical framework that enables a certain class
of signals to be reconstructed from samples acquired at a greatly reduced rate [10] [12]. A more compre-






Figure 2.9: In the compressed sensing framework, sampling and compression is combined into one step. Only
M samples (projections) are taken, where K < M  N , and a unique reconstruction can be obtained via
convex optimization.
share the tenet that we can drastically reduce sampling and computation costs by taking advantage of the
sparse structure of many signals.
Illustrated in Figure 2.9, the fundamental theory of compressed sensing is that sparse signals can be
exactly replicated from a very small number of linear measurements. Sparsity is much more than a theoretic
curiosity; it is motivated by the fact that many natural and manmade signals are compressible. As already
stated in the Introduction, many signals of interest, such as natural images, biomedical images, sensor
transmissions, radar data, etc., tend to have sparse representations. This theory has the potential to enable
high resolution reconstructions with a much smaller number of samples than was previously thought possible.
In this section, we will provide an overview of this topic. It is by no mean comprehensive; instead, it aims to
provide a background for works in Chapter 3, where we will make ties between LC sampling and compressed
sensing.
2.3.1 Sparse signal representation
Consider reconstructing a vector x 2 RN from linear measurements. Any signal in RN can be represented




ai i = 	a; (2.16)
with the basis matrix 	 = [ 1 j  2 j    j  N ]. For simplicity, assume that the basis is orthonormal, 		 = I.
The vector a is a N 1 column vector of the coecients ai's, and each ai can be thought of as the projection
of f onto basis  i. Both f and a are equivalent representations of the same signal, but in dierent domains.
The concept of sparseness assumes that there exists a basis 	 in which the above representation has
just a few large coecients and many small coecients, i.e., they are well approximated by a K-sparse
representation. For example, natural images tend to be compressible in the discrete cosine transform (DCT)
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and wavelet bases, on which the JPEG and JPEG-2000 compression standards, respectively, are based. Audio
signals and many communication signals are compressible in a localized Fourier basis. Dened abstractly,
the input f is a linear combination of just K basis vectors, with K  N . In other words, only K of the
coecients ai are nonzero, or are \turned on", and the rest N  K are zero [8]. Since it is unknown which
K of the N coecients are \on", nding their values is a complicated problem.
The signal f is estimated with M measurements of the form
ym =< x; m >;m = 1;    ;M;= f; (2.17)
where the rows of  are m. These linear measurements are projections of f onto a basis m. The basis can
be the canonical delta functions, sinusoids, splines, wavelets, and so on. In other words, we are acquiring
information about the unknown signal by projecting the signal M times onto dierent bases. The case when
M  N , where we have many fewer measurements than the signal length, is explored in depth by the
compressed sensing community. Such a system is also called an underdetermined system, and it is illustrated
in Figure 2.10. In plain language, (2.17) is a set of linear equations with fewer equations than unknowns.
Examples of such systems can be found in many situations, such as processing of biomedical images and
genomic data analysis. Doing so allows one to collect far fewer measurements about an image of interest
than the number of unknown pixels. In wideband radio frequency signal analysis, one may only be able
to acquire a signal at a rate that is far lower than the Nyquist rate because of current limitations in ADC
technology. Putting (2.16) and (2.17) together, we wish to nd a by solving the following,
y = 	a = Ua:
2.3.2 Current results
One notion that compressed sensing has to dispel is the traditional thinking that it is impossible to arrive
at a unique solution from an underdetermined system of equations [23]. There are innitely many solutions
for a system that has more unknowns than equations. However, when additional constraints are included,
the scenario can be dierent.
Measurements The rst step boils down to searching for a measurement basis  that is incoherent with
	. In [12] three structural conditions on U = 	 are presented, which, in other words, demands a certain
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Figure 2.10: Compressed sensing is equivalent to solving an underdetermined system, with the constraint
that the solution is a K-sparse signal.
quantitative degree of linear independence among the columns of U , and the linear combinations of these
columns give vectors that should look like random noise. An alternative interpretation provides the following
necessary and sucient condition: for any vector v that also shares the same K nonzero entries as a, the
matrix U should preserve the lengths of the K-sparse vector v,
1    k Uv k2k v k2  1 + ; for some  > 0: (2.18)
Finding the measurement matrix , whose matrix multiply with 	 can satisfy the above condition
requires combinatorial complexity [23]. Fortunately, this issue can be sidestepped by selecting  as a random
matrix. For example, the matrix elements m;n can be drawn as independent and identically distributed
(i.i.d.) random variables. The measurements can be interpreted as m dierent randomly weighted linear
combinations of elements of x. It has been shown that as the number of measurements M exceeds a certain
threshold, M  K log(N=K),  becomes incoherent with any sparsity matrix 	 with high probability [8].
Empirical results show that the number of samples required is approximately 3   5 times of K, M  cK,
where c  3 5. Hence, we can expect to recover the length-N , K-sparse input with high probability. When
the available samples are a set of incomplete Fourier transform coecients, the required number of samples
is bounded by M  2K logN [11].
Reconstruction The search for sparse solutions makes nding a unique solution to an underdertermined
system possible. However, nding the sparest solution is NP-hard, and many classic combinatorial optimiza-
tion problems can be cast in that form. Recent work [23] has shown that sparse signals can be reconstructed
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exactly through a process employing convex optimization. The recovery of f is obtained by performing
minimization in lp norm to extract the coecients, with possible choices of p = 0; 1, and 2, where the lp
norm of f is expressed by k f kp= (
P
i j f jp)
1
p . While the classic approach that minimizes the decision
metric in l2 norm provides a closed-form solution, it does not obtain the right answer. Primarily, it is due
to the fact that the l2 constraint requires no sparsity. On the other hand, reconstruction by minimizing l0
norm will provide the right solution, using onlyM = k+1 measurements. Unfortunately, the computation is
numerically unstable, and it requires an exhaustive enumeration of all possible combinations for the locations
of the nonzero entries.
When minimization is performed in l1 norm,
s^ = argmin k s0 k1; s:t: 	s0 = y; (2.19)
the correct result can be had with mild oversampling. Specically, with M  cK log(N=K) samples, a
K-sparse vector can be exactly reconstructed with high probability. Convex optimization in l1 norm can
be further reduced to a linear problem known as basis pursuit, whose computational complexity is about
O(N3).
2.3.3 Remaining obstacles
While this framework of reconstruction by random projection is theoretically ground-breaking, it has a
number of drawbacks. First, completely random measurements are not always implementable in practical
applications, where measurements have an inherent structure. For example, in magnetic resonance imaging
(MRI), samples are collected in the Fourier domain of a three-dimensional object of interest. Even though
specic Fourier coecients can be selected, the samples are nevertheless frequency based.
Another drawback of random measurement systems is the high computational complexity and large
memory allocation of the greedy algorithms used for reconstruction. For example, in order to reconstruct a
megapixel image (n  106) from m = 25; 000 measurements, more than 3 GB of memory is needed just to
store the measurement matrix, and on the order of gigaops to apply it to the greedy algorithms used for
reconstruction [10]. Certainly, other recovery schemes have similar recovery performance, but schemes with
complexity in the order of O(n) or O(n log n) are far more attractive.
Last but not least, random projection behaves poorly when measurements are noisy. It is shown in [13]
that the signal-noise-ratio (SNR) decreases successively as the number of projections increases, rendering it
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a less attractive solution in practical implementations.
2.4 Analog-to-Digital Converters (ADCs)
In order to provide a broad background to the subject of sampling in this section, we will also give a
brief overview of the performance analysis of the ADCs. Even though the focus of this dissertation is on
developing ecient sampling algorithms for various applications, the ultimate goal is to incorporate these
algorithms into existing hardware technologies. Doing so requires an understanding of hardware advances
and limitations. The technology of ADCs has been consistently driven by applications in the communications
industry. Current advances in ultra-wideband (UWB), software radios, and modulation schemes, such as
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), demand faster sampling rates and higher resolutions
at lower power consumption. Furthermore, sensor technologies are becoming increasingly popular and are
another area where ADCs play a major role.
2.4.1 The noise in an ADC
Regardless of its structure, an ADC consists of two stages: the sample-and-hold (S/H) operation and the
following digital quantization. Degradation in its performance is mostly due to noise introduced by the
S/H circuitry and the nonlinear signal distortion introduced by quantization [24]. The eects of noise are
grouped into four categories: thermal noise, aperture jitter noise, comparator ambiguity, and quantization
noise [25]. Thermal noise, also known as circuit noise, is dominated by the capacitance in the S/H stage
and, hence, modeled with T =C, where  is the Boltzmann constant, T is the absolute temperature, and C
is the capacitance. The comparator ambiguity is due to the nite speed with which the transistors in the
comparators are able to respond to a small voltage dierence. Below we provide a more detailed description
of the other two noise sources:
 Quantization noise Characterization of quantization noise has been discussed extensively in the
literature [26]. This error arises because a continuous-time-continuous-amplitude (CTCA) signal is
converted into a sequence of nite-precision B-bit samples . In Figure 2.11, Q indicates the size the
quantization step. When quantization is uniform across the dynamic range, the step size is Q =
VFS=2
B. Although quantization error is strongly correlated with the analog input, it is commonly
accounted for as an additive noise independent of the input. Furthermore, it is assumed to be a







Figure 2.11: An analog input is digitized in the ADC. In this example, the input is converted into a sequence
of 3-bit samples. The quantization step size is Q = VFS=2
3.






. This model provides a good approximation for quantization error under conditions such
that the quantization step size is small and a large number of quantization levels are used. A useful
measure of the amount of degradation due to quantization is the signal-to-quantization-noise ratio
(SQNR), which is dened as the ratio of signal variance 2x to noise variance 
2
e . The expression is
given below in decibels (dB),









Two things are to be noted from the above equation:
1. Doubling the number of quantization levels (adding one more bit) increases SQNR by 6 dB.







Its quantity needs to be appropriately determined. On one hand, a small value of x decreases
SQNR; on the other hand, in order to avoid distortion, we have to be mindful that the signal's
peak value xp = x,  > 0, should not exceed the full-scale voltage VFS .
For example, a pure sinusoidal waveform x(t) = sin(t) has SQNR evaluated at SQNR = 6:02B+1:76.
 Aperture jitter noise ADC sampling times are generated from an external clock. Due to clock accu-
racy limitations and S/H circuit imperfections, an instantaneous variation in spacing is unavoidable.
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Aperture jitter noise refers to this sample-to-sample uncertainty. It is directly proportional to the input
signal's slew rate; hence, it is aected by both the frequency and amplitude of the signal. Usually,
the input signal's amplitude swing is clamped by an automatic gain control circuit. The input signal's
frequency and the ADC's resolution determines the maximal aperture jitter by
a =
1
2B    fmax ; (2.21)
where a is the aperture jitter, fmax is the maximum frequency of the input, and B is the number of bits.
When a is modelled as another noise source, its eect is given as the signal-to-aperture-jitter-noise
ratio (SANR),
SANR =  20 log10(2  fs  a) dB: (2.22)
2.4.2 Performance analysis of ADCs
The above noise sources all contribute to the degradation of resolution in an ADC. They are summed to
obtained the signal-to-noise-plus-distortion power ratio (SNDR), which is then used to compute the real
resolution, namely, the eective-number-of-bits (ENOB),
ENOB = (SNDR  1:76)=6:02: (2.23)
Together with sampling rate fs and power dissipation, they fashion two widely used gures of merit:





where P evaluates the combined performance of resolution and speed, and F evaluates the power eciency
with resolution and speed. The state-of-the-art designs correspond to P values in the low 1012 range, and
to F values in the low 1013 range.
It is no surprise that performance and power dissipation depend greatly on the ADC structure and the
target applications. There are many commercially available ADC products with various capabilities. These
products have six types of structure: ash, half-ash, folding, successive approximation register (SAR),
pipelined, and sigma-delta. A detailed description of each of these structures is given in [27].
The performance of various ADCs is summarized in [24] [27]. Approximately 1 bit of resolution is lost for
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every doubling of sampling rate. In general, SAR ADCs have a wide range of sampling rates and resolutions;
hence, these devices are quite popular. Sigma-delta ADCs have the highest resolution (24 bits) with relatively
low sampling rates, while ash ADCs have the highest sampling rates (9 Gbps) but at a resolution limited to
no more than 8 bits. The pipelined structure has the best overall performance, up to 8 Gbps sampling rate
with 16-bit resolution, so they are best suited for applications with high requirements, though not necessarily
low cost. Currently, the trend of ADC technologies sees an increasing demand for higher sampling speeds,
while the requirement for greater resolution ceased about 10 years ago [24]. This is partly because the
current ADC resolution is high enough for most applications in communication systems, such as 3G cellular
and wireless LANs (large area networks). Furthermore, the major challenge in design lies in power reduction
that can, for example, extend the battery life in cell phones or sensors. It is foreseeable that the innovation
of advanced communication modulation techniques will continue to further push the performance of ADCs
in coming years.
2.5 Level-Crossing (LC) Sampling
LC sampling has been studied at least since the 1950s [28]. Various terms have been used to describe such
a data collection strategy: event-based sampling, send-on-delta sampling, lebesgue sampling, etc. They all
refer to the general concept that sampling is triggered only when the signal increases beyond or decreases
below a threshold. Since most signals are not periodic, their LC samples do not appear uniformly; hence,
level-crossing sampling is often treated as a class of nonuniform sampling. Let us illustrate the advantages
of LC with a simple example. Consider a random telegraph signal Xt described by Figure 2.12. It is a
two-level waveform with amplitude hard-clipped at a. Assuming the initial condition X0 is known, then
Xt is completely described by its zero-crossings s1; s2;    . In other words, the si's form a set of sucient
statistics that is useful in reconstruction, detection, and estimation. Obtaining estimates of the si's by
uniform sampling, however, is inecient. The class of random telegraph signals is non-bandlimited; hence,
no uniform ADC with nite bandwidth can capture the crossings perfectly. Resolution of the estimates hinges
on the sampling rate, and its renement comes at the expense of oversampling, which creates a surplus of
samples, most of which contain little useful information but nevertheless need to be stored and processed. On
the other hand, sampling Xt with LC is much more intuitive. With just one level placed anywhere between
+a and  a, the zero-crossings can be recorded successively. Although the resolution of LC samples also
relies on the bandwidth of the ADC, ash-type ADC can oer higher instantaneous resolution, so renement












Figure 2.12: A random telegraph signal with amplitude hard-clipped at a. Assuming the initial condition
is known, its zero-crossings ftig form a set of sucient statistics on the signal.
2.5.1 Existing results on LC
Reconstruction from nonuniformly spaced samples has been an active area of research for many decades. At
rst, much eort was devoted to the recovery of signals from their zero-crossings, in both one-dimensional (1-
D) and two-dimensional (2-D) frameworks [2], [3], [5]. The challenge of time signal recovery lies in providing
an anlytical characterization of a sample set from which stable reconstruction is feasible. One breakthrough
result by [2] placed a necessary density condition on the sample set. It states that perfect reconstruction
from nonuniform zero-crossings (level-crossing with only one threshold at zero) is possible only when the
average number of samples per unit length is greater than a given threshold. In the 2-D framework, it
has been shown that bandlimited continuous-time images can be reconstructed from a nite number of its
zero-crossings, and this result is extended to recovering images from LC samples [5].
A series of work summarized in [1] has also investigated various level-crossing problems for random
processes, with applications in many areas of physical science. The primary interest is to determine statistical
information on the length of time it takes a random process to reach, or return to, a boundary in the plane.
Ultimately, the goal is to obtain a probability density of the length of intervals between zero-crossings
or level-crossings of the process. The problem proved intractable as far as closed-form expressions are
concerned; however, insights are obtained on the expectation and variance of number of zeros (or level-
crossings) of certain classes of random processes. It is hoped a theory similar to Shannon's can be obtained
for nonuniform sampling. However, as attractive as the concept is, it is yet elusive. In our work, we are
motivated to reexamine this topic and assess the performance of LC in a variety of applications, such as
signal reconstruction, parameter estimation, and compression. We also study how the thresholds can be
















Figure 2.13: An asynchronous design of LC ADC, where the input is compared to one reference level that is
constantly updated. The circuit is signal driven: when the input crosses the reference level, it triggers the
conversion process and a timer is used to record the time at which the crossing is made. When the signal is
quiet, it lets the circuit sleep.
2.5.2 Hardware designs of LC ADC
A range of publications has investigated the hardware implementations of LC samplers. We provide a brief
overview of three representative designs. These designs, though dierent in their approaches, all aim to
achieve signicant power eciency over conventional systems. It is by no means comprehensive survey of
current developments in this area, but it shows that the subject of our analysis in later chapters is rooted in
practical concerns.
An asynchronous ADC
A design of an asynchronous LC ADC is presented by Renaudin et al. in [14] and shown in Figure 2.13.
It implements the LC sampling scheme without using any global clock; hence, it is an asynchronous circuit
design that reects the event-driven principle of LC by letting the signal drive the circuit. In this design,
there is only one comparator, and its reference level, or voltage, is constantly updated. When the input
crosses the reference level, it triggers the conversion process, and a timer is used to record the time at which
the crossing is made. When the signal is quiet, it lets the circuit sleep. As with any other asynchronous
digital circuit, the transfer of information is locally managed with bi-directional control signalling. Each
data signal is associated with two control signals: a request and an acknowledgement. One element sends
a request to a second element when data are ready to be computed; then, the second element sends an





Figure 2.14: A continuous-time DSP with CT ADC and CT DAC. Signals are quantized in amplitude but
not discretized in time. The operation of CT ADC is akin to that of level-crossing.
to ensure the LCs are properly accounted for, a tracking condition is imposed on the circuit, such that the
signal cannot cross another level until the previous conversion has been completed. This imposed condition
can be quite exacting for wide-band signals.
A continuous-time digital signal processor (DSP)
The continuous-time DSP (CT DSP) design presented by Tsividis et al. in [29] and [16] and shown in
Figure 2.14 proposes, as its name suggests, to process an analog input without converting it to discrete-time.
It recognizes that the conventional DSP is composed of two operations: amplitude quantization and time
discretization. The former embodies the spirit of DSP by using a nite number of bits to represent the
analog input signal. The latter is an eect of a clocked system, which not only produces aliasing of the signal
spectrum but also introduces aliasing of distortion due to quantization. For example, amplitude quantization
of a sinusoidal input (output is continuous-in-time but discrete-in-amplitude) introduces harmonic distortion,
but when it is also discretized in time (output is discrete in both time and amplitude), the harmonic
distortion, along with the signal spectrum, is aliased down repetitively to introduce signicant distortion
to lower frequencies. It has been shown that the signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) is signicantly higher
in a quantization-only system. For certain classes of signals, processing in continuous time yields a 9dB
improvement of SDR per additional bit of quantizer resolution, compared to 6dB per bit improvement in
conventional systems [29]. This provides the motivation to process signals by quantization alone, which is also
known as level-crossing in continuous-time. Processing is performed solely on post-quantization but not-yet-
sampled signal that is continuous-in-time but discrete-in-amplitude. Various hardware design considerations
are provided in [16].
A ash-type asynchronous design
The asynchronous LC ADC presented in [15] has a parallel structure that resembles a ash-type ADC. This

























Figure 2.15: A ash-type implementation of the LC ADC.
This design oers B-bit resolution by using a bank of 2B analog comparators that compare the input
with their corresponding reference levels. The reference levels are implemented with a voltage divider. The
comparators are designed to be noise resistant, so at a reference level, uctuation due to noise will not cause
chattering in the output. The output of each comparator is connected to a digital trigger, which is also
connected to asynchronous processing elements. The comparator's output value, along with the internal
state variables of the digital circuit, controls the digital trigger that sends a request to process the sampled
data. As soon as the request becomes active, its corresponding asynchronous processing element outputs
one bit. If the level was crossed by the input signal from below, the circuit sends a \1" on a dual-rail output
channel, and if the input signal crossed the level from above, the circuit outputs a \0" on the same dual-rail
channel.
Note that this architecture does not record the times at which the samples are taken. In the case where






As introduced in Chapter 2, LC sampling is a threshold-based sampling. Signals are compared to a set
of reference levels, also referred to in the literature as thresholds, and samples are taken on the time axis
to indicate the times when the analog signal crosses one of the reference levels. Sampling this way visibly
mimics the behavior of input signals. When the input is bursty, LC samples also arrive in bursts. When
input is quiescent, fewer LC samples are collected. As such, LC is innately adaptive by letting the signal
dictate the rate of data collection and quantization. This intuitive eciency is qualitatively studied in this
chapter.
Since signal reconstruction is a key measure of any data collection schemes, we examine various re-
construction capabilities of LC. Signal recovery can be exact or approximate. Exact reconstruction is, of
course, the most appealing in that no information is lost; however, in any numerical environment, it is only
a theoretical curiosity. This is not to say non-perfect recovery is no less desirable, especially when a signal
is recovered only to make a classication decision or to estimate a parameter. Under such circumstances,
exact signal recovery is unnecessary, and in the performance versus resources tradeo, even undesirable.
Furthermore, when system resources are limited, we have to compromise between good signal approximation
and cost. Therefore, we not only look into exact signal reconstruction using LC, we also study non-perfect
reconstruction that oers good performance at low complexity.
In this chapter, we rst present how LC ADC processes a real-time and real-valued source into a discrete-
time-discrete-amplitude (DTDA) sequence. Secondly, under relaxed requirements, we provide a consistent
algorithm that produces a good approximation of the original. The accompanying performance analysis
follows. Thirdly, we take a step further and examine the class of nite rate of innovation (FRI) signals that
can be uniquely represented by its LC samples. Accompanying algorithms achieve computational eciency
by decoupling a joint optimization problem into non-overlapping subproblems, hence reconstruction can be
performed in a stable and sequential fashion. Finally, we oer an alternative interpretation of LC sampling
in light of current results in compressed sensing.
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Figure 3.1: A conceptual diagram of LC ADC, where the signal is level-crossed rst; then, the samples are
quantized in time.
3.1 Models of LC ADC
In this section, we present how LC converts a real-time and real-valued source into a (DTDA) sequence.
First, a conceptual model is oered; then, a more practical implementation is given. The ideal LC sampling
is simple. It is implemented with an operator LC . Let L = (l1; l2;    ; lk;    ) be a set of distinct levels
spaced at least  apart, and  > 0, where each level can be denoted with perfect precision with only a nite
number of bits.
Denition 7. (Level sampler LC) An input f(t) is said to have a level-crossing with L at time s if
 
f(s )  l  f(s+)  l < 0:
Let fsigi2Z be the set of time instants such that f(t)jt=si = lk, lk 2 L. The level sampler LC outputs an
ordered sequence fsi; f(si)gi2Z.
The ideal LC sampling identies the sequence of times when the signal crosses a threshold from a pre-
selected set. Each sample has perfect precision in time and in amplitude.
A conceptual LC ADC: In any realistic system, only nite resolution can be aorded to the samples.
An LC ADC will have to digitize the samples into numerical quantities that can be represented with a nite
number of bits. Hence, the output of an ideal LC sampler LC is processed further by a quantizer Q.
Denition 8. (Quantizer Q) The quantizer Q is a mapping from R ! Z. It quantizes each crossing
time si with resolution  , i.e., Q(si) = n s.t. jsi   n j < 2 . The output of Q is a DTDA sequence
fQ(si); f(si)gi2Z.
A conceptual LC ADC is the superposition of these two operations LC and Q. Its output is denoted by
QLCf in Figure 3.1. QLCf is a DTDA sequence, where QLCfi = (Q(si); f(si)).
A practical LC ADC: A more practical implementation of LC ADC is shown in Figure 3.2. Input is
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Figure 3.2: A practical design of LC ADC, where the signal is uniformly sampled rst; then, LC is performed




















Figure 3.3: Dierent inputs can have the same recorded LC samples after time quantization.
input every  seconds, and it records a level-crossing with lk at t = n when the following comparison holds,
(fn 1   lk)(fn   lk) < 0; for some lk 2 L: (3.1)
Let I be the set of integer indices where level-crossings occur, and let i indicate the level associated with
the ith sample. The output is the ordered sequence f(Ii; i)gjIji=1. For example, both inputs f(t) and f 0(t) in
Figure 3.3 make three level-crossings, hence I = f1; 2; 6g and the LC ADC outputs f(; l1); (2; l2); (6; l3)g.
Since quantization is a nonlinear operation, performing time quantization before sampling, LcQf , does
not necessarily yield the same output as quantization performed after sampling, QLcf . Both designs of the
LC ADC identify the same sequence of LCs, but the time recorded could be dierent. Figure 3.4 illustrates
the dierence in time quantization between the conceptual and the practical designs. When a signal is
sampled rst, and samples are then level-crossed, the time of a level-crossing si is only known to have
occurred in the interval ((n  1); n ]. We do not know which quantization point, (n  1) or n , it is closer
to. In this case, the time uncertainty of the practical design is twice as large as that of the conceptual one.
The resulting coarser resolution can be easily remedied by oversampling input by a factor of 2. From the
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Figure 3.4: Time samples can be quantized dierently in practical implementations.
order of sampling and level crossing does not matter.
3.1.1 Signal to Quantization Noise Ratio (SQNR) of LC ADC
In an LC ADC, the two design parameters (sampling bandwidth 1 and level spacing ) represent the
resolution in time and in amplitude, respectively. Without loss of generality, we assume that the input is
smooth with nite slew rate (slope). In order to quantify the ADC's resolution, we want there to be only
one level-crossing occurring per interval of  . This is a practical consideration since the conversion of a
sample, no matter how quickly performed, is not instantaneous. The parameter  refers to the delay of the
ADC to register a sample. During this process, we would not want the signal to make additional LCs that
would otherwise be unaccounted for, and in order to ensure this condition is met, the two parameters  and
 have to be chosen carefully. A sucient (but not necessary) relationship between the slew rate (slope) of









By Bernstein's theorem [30], any signal that is both bandlimited to fmax and amplitude-bounded to Vmax
also has bounded slope, df(t)dt
  2fmaxVmax: (3.3)
There are two methods to determine the parameters  and  :
 is xed If a B-bit uniform level set is used, and the levels are spaced at  = 2Vmax
2B
apart, then we can
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 is xed When the sampling period is xed at  , (3.3) and (3.2) state that the spacing between the levels
should be
 > 2fmaxVmax: (3.5)
A useful measure of degradation due to quantization is the notion of SQNR introduced in (2.20). In a
standard ADC, quantization error occurs because the real-valued amplitude of a sample is represented by
a nite number of bits. In an LC ADC, it is the real-valued crossing time that needs to be quantized. If
the time quantization error is bounded, jsi  Q(si)j  =2, the resulting error in amplitude can be found by
using the mean value theorem,
jf(si)  f(Q(si))j = jf 0()jjsi  Q(si)j;  2 (si; Q(si)): (3.6)
Combined with (3.3) and (3.4), the amplitude quantization error is found to be bounded between [fmaxVmax;
 fmaxVmax ],
jf(si)  f(Q(si))j  fmaxVmax: (3.7)
Now by treating quantization error as an additive white random process independent of the input { a
simplistic assumption that enables analytical tractability { we can express the SQNR as
SQNR = 20 log10
f=Vmax
fmax
+ c dB; (3.8)
where c is a constant, and f is the rms of the input amplitude. If quantization noise is assumed to be white
and uniformly distributed over the range given above, then we have




We see that the ner the time resolution, the higher the SQNR. Doubling the time resolution by a factor
of 2 (halving ) increases the SQNR by 6dB. Furthermore, the SQNR (3.8) is represented by parameters of
the input and time resolution of the LC ADC. It echoes the SQNR of the standard ADC (2.20), where the
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number of quantization levels plays a part in the ratio, and a 6dB improvement can be obtained for every
additional bit of resolution.
3.2 Consistent Reconstruction from LC samples
Perfect signal reconstruction is at the heart of signal processing applications. As forceful as the concept is,
it is mainly a theoretical result that relies on samples with perfect resolution. In realistic scenarios, samples
are invariably quantized, either in time or in amplitude, or in both domains, and this induces irreversible
loss of information that renders perfect reconstruction impossible. The best we can do is to aim for perfect
reconstruction, but accept good signal approximation. There are many ways to measure how good an
approximation is. In this section, we consider reconstructions that are consistent with the original. The
denition of consistency has been given in Denition 3 of Chapter 2, where we say two dierent signals are
consistent if they share the same description in a given measurement space. We will examine this type of
reconstruction (approximation) using quantized samples.
3.2.1 Reconstruction set R
Instead of procuring a unique perfect reconstruction, consistent approximation identies a reconstruction
set. Based on the given measurements and a lack of additional information about the original, copies in the
reconstruction set are indistinguishable from one another.
Example 3.1 : We observe in Figure 3.3 the level-crossings of two distinct signals f(t) and f 0(t). Their
respective crossing sequences (s1; s2; s3) and (s1
0; s20; s30) share the same quantized sequence Q(s) = Q(s0) =
(; 2; 6). In between crossings, f(t) and f 0(t) are both conned to the interval bounded by successive
thresholds. As such, the two waveforms share the same level-crossing description f(; l1); (2; l2); (6; l3)g,
hence f(t) and f 0(t) are consistent.
As shown in the above example, there can be innitely many sequences that share the same description,
so this leads us to dene the reconstruction set R.
Denition 9. (The consistent reconstruction set R ) Let f(t) belong to a generalized signal space
in L2, such as the shift-invariant space V spanned by ' (2.4). Let the operation of LC and quantization
be represented by LCQ, and let fi be the quantized LC samples of f(t), fi = LCQf . f^ is a consistent
reconstruction of f from samples fi if
QLC f^ = fi; 8f^ 2 R;
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where R is the set of consistent reconstructions.
The example above provides us two observations on how well quantized level-crossing samples represent
the original signal:
1. Quantization in time introduces uncertainty such that all crossings made in the interval (Q(si)  
=2; Q(si) + =2) are mapped to Q(si).
2. By the denition of level-crossing, the magnitude of f(t) is conned to the amplitude range between
neighboring levels.
These two observations associate any sample set fIi; igjIji=1 with a set of constraints fCigjIji=1 and fAigjIji=0,
where the Ci's and the Ai's are dened as following:
 Ci { the set of signals that share the same ith crossing description (Ii; i = lk 2 L).
Ci = ff(t) : f(t) = lk; for some t 2 [Ii   =2; Ii + =2]g: (3.9)
 Ai { the set of signals whose amplitudes are conned between successive levels in the ith interval.
When successive crossings are dierent, i 6= i+1,
Ai = ff(t) : f(t) 2 [i; i+1]; 8t 2 [Ii + =2; Ii+1   =2]g: (3.10)
When the same level is successively crossed, i = i+1 = lk 2 L,
Ai = ff(t) : f(t) 2 [lk 1; lk+1]; 8t 2 [Ii; Ii+1 ]g: (3.11)
Example 3.1 continued : We observe the updated Example 3.1 illustrated by Figure 3.5. Each bar denotes a
set Ci, and each shaded box describes a set Ai. Both f(t) and f
0(t) exist in the intersection of these sets;
thus, they belong to the reconstruction set R.
After the constraint sets are obtained from the input's LC samples, the reconstruction set R can be
identied. Finding a solution for this set requires the use of projector P .
Denition 10. (Projector P) The projector P is a mapping of X ! Y , X;Y 2 l2(Z), such that 8 f 2 X,
PY f 2 Y .





















Figure 3.5: Continuation of Figure 3.3, where LC samples are used to identify convex sets such as
C1; A1; C2; A2, and C3. These sets are used later by alternating projection to nd a consistent reconstruction
of the original.
Theorem 5. (Consistent reconstruction from LC samples) Consider reconstructing f from its LC
samples fi. The sequence of samples forms a set of convex constraints fCigjIji=1 and fAigjIji=0. The consistent









An estimate f^ in the set R can be generated by alternately projecting a random signal fo 2 V onto the convex






We have expressed the level-crossing representation of f 2 V as a set of closed convex constraints. The
reconstruction set includes all waveforms in the signal space that satisfy the prescribed constraints. In gen-
eral, R consists of an innite number of signals, and all of them share the same level-crossing representation.
As such, nding one signal in R is as good as nding any other in the set, and we can search for it using
the alternating projection algorithm as shown in Figure 3.6 [31] [20]. Common reconstruction methods, such
as piecewise-constant and piecewise-linear schemes that function like \connecting the dots", also suce as
consistent reconstruction.
When we apply LC to signals in the discrete-time domain, a consistent solution for a length-N input can
be found in N iterations. Conventionally, alternating projection only guarantees that a solution exists; it
does not specify how many iterations are needed before the sequence converges. Furthermore, the number


















Figure 3.6: A consistent reconstruction can be found by successive projections of a randomly generated initial
signal f0 in V . Projections alternate between Ai and Cj , where x1 = PAif
0, y1 = PCjx1, x2 = PAiy1;    ,
until a solution x 2 Ai \ Cj is found, provided that Ai \ Cj 6= ;. x is not unique - its value depends on
the initial guess.
multiplications are needed to nd a solution, regardless of the initial guess. Note that the solution x is not
unique. Its value depends on the initial guess.
3.2.2 Performance analysis of consistent reconstruction
In practice, when samples are quantized, an exact recovery of the original (in the L2 sense) remains a
theoretical result. High-precision reconstruction relies on the use of ADCs with high sampling frequency
and/or large Eective Number of Bits (ENOB). Previously, we showed that by adjusting the resolution
parameters of the LC ADC, we can ensure that there is at most one level-crossing over an interval of  .
This allows the quantized LC samples to form a sequence that is uniformly discrete, si   si+1   , which
translates to analytical tractability in its performance analysis. Moreover, in order to prevent the small
imprecision introduced by quantization from being magnied into large errors in the reconstructed signal,
we impose a condition of stability on the sequence of LC samples.
Denition 11. (A stable sampling sequence [2]) A sequence of instances fsig is a stable sampling
of the considered signal space if there exist two constants,  > 0 and  < 1, such that for any f in the


























































Figure 3.7: Consistent reconstruction of a discrete signal from its LC samples by point-wise projection. The
red crosses in the top diagram denote LC samples of f , Lcf . Notice that LC samples are nonuniformly
spaced. In the middle diagram, a random initial signal fo, represented by black dots, is generated. It is
projected onto convex sets fAig and fCig sequentially. The projections are shown by the arrows, where
the projected value is represented by the stars in the bottom diagram. The nal solution f^ is a consistent
reconstruction of f . Note that f^ is not unique; another initial guess fo will produce a dierent consistent
solution to f .
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This condition provides the mathematical safeguard that excludes scenarios that otherwise deter us
from obtaining meaningful bounds on the performance. For example, suppose the levels are  =2 and =2.
Consider all signals that have amplitude bounded between ( =2;+=2). They all produce the same set of
LC samples, f;g, but their amplitudes can dier up to ; hence, their energy variations can be arbitrarily
large and impossible to bound. However, such scenarios are discarded in our analysis because they violate
the lower inequality in (3.14), as the sum of the squared samples adds up to zero,
P
i jf(si)j2 = 0, for signals
that have nonzero energy. By discarding such scenarios from our analysis, we concentrate our eort on
signals whose sampling produces a sequence that is uniformly discrete and stable.
The knowledge of consistency, intuitively, should oer better reconstruction performance. It has been
studied in [31], [2], and [32] that if the uniform samples of f form a sequence of stable sampling in the
bandlimited space, then the error energy of its consistent reconstruction is bounded and converges to zero
with 2. Here we provide a similar performance bound tailored to a sequence of LC samples, and it is an
expression of the design parameters of LC ADC.
Lemma 1. Let f 2 V be bandlimited to fmax, and be sampled by LC with Lc and quantized in time with
Q to produce a sequence QLcf , where the time samples have a resolution  , jsi   Q(si)j   . Let f be a





ff0; QLcfg $ ffg; (3.15)
where f is a stable sampling sequence of V.
Proof. By denition, the ith LC sample is QLcfi = (Q(si); f(si)), where f(si) = lk 2 L and Q(si) = Ii ,
Ii 2 Z. If  is small enough, as shown in (3.4), we can capture all of f(t)'s LCs with L. Furthermore, in
between LC samples, f(t) is bounded between neighboring levels. As such, QLcf = Lcf, and
f(n) =
8><>: QLcf(i); n = Ii;QLcf(i); Ii < n < Ii+1. (3.16)
f's sampling points fng have density 2Bfmax. They satisfy the Nyquist-Landau density for stable sam-
pling [33] [34]; hence, f is a stable sampling of f .
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Lemma 1 enables a sequence of LC samples with ne-time resolution to be mapped to a DTDA sequence
that is an oversampling of f . QLcf itself might or might not satisfy Landau's minimum density requirement,
but it can always be uniquely mapped to a sequence that does; hence, every QLcf is associated with a stable
sampling sequence. This allows consistent reconstruction via LC to have the same performance reconstruction
from oversampling.
Theorem 6. (Performance bound of consistent reconstruction via LC) Let f be a signal that is
bandlimited to fmax and amplitude bounded to Vmax. Let f be level-crossed by a B-bit LC ADC to produce
a DTDA sequence LcQf = fQ(si); f(si)g. If the time resolution of the LC samples has precision  ,
jsi  Q(si)j   = 1
2Bfmax
; (3.17)
then for any consistent reconstruction f^ of f , LcQf^ = LcQf , its error energy is bounded,
jjf^   f jj2 < cjjf jj2e 2B ; (3.18)
where  = log 2 and c is a constant determined solely by input f and independent of  and B, c = 43fmax.
Proof. Let f^ be the consistent reconstruction of f . Let f cross level l at si, and let f^ cross level l at ti,
f(si) = f^(ti) = l. Since f and f^ are consistent, Q(ti) = Q(si) and the dierence between crossing times is
bounded, jsi   tij   . An expression for the point-wise dierence between f^ and f can be found by the
mean value theorem,
jf^(ti)  f(ti)j = jf(si)  f(ti)j = jf 0(i)jjsi   tij; i 2 (si; ti): (3.19)
Every point-wise dierence is bounded, jf^(ti)  f(ti)j  jf 0(i)j , ji  tij   . Using the denition of stable
sampling (3.14), the sum of point-wise dierence at LCs is bounded by
X
i
jf^(ti)  f(ti)j2  2
X
i
jf 0(i)j2  2jjf 0(t)jj2: (3.20)
By expressing f as the inverse transform of its Fourier transform, and applying Parseval's theorem and
Cauchy-Schwarz inequality, we have




Combining the above equation with (3.14) with (3.17), we have




jf^(ti)  f(ti)j2  







We see that the energy of the error goes to zero exponentially with the number of levels. In terms of
signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR), the relation is given by
SDR =
jjf jj2






This lower bound on the SDR says that the distortion of reconstruction obtained with quantized LC samples
is bounded. Furthermore, every extra bit of resolution increases the bound by 6dB. We also see that with
the resolution bit xed at B, the bound is tighter for signals of lower bandwidth. Vice versa, in order for
signals of larger bandwidth to have the same SDR, sample resolution needs to be higher.
3.3 LC Sampling of FRI Signals
Previously, we provided algorithms and performance analysis for consistent reconstruction from LC samples.
Consistent recovery is not unique; hence, it does not provide an exact replica of the original. It is attractive
because the reconstruction algorithm is fast, and MSE converges to zero with B2. In this section, we address
a specic class of signals that can be reconstructed perfectly with LC. We will provide an LC sampling
scheme for FRI signals, as well as a stable algorithm that obtains the perfect reconstruction.




ai(t  ti); 0  t  T: (3.23)
x(t) is a stream of K Diracs, where the coecients faigKi=1 and the time delays ftigKi=1 are real unknown
parameters. Together, there are 2K unknowns in an interval of T . As such, x(t) has a rate of innovation
r = 2KT . For the ease of analysis, let x(t) also have the following properties:
 The amplitude coecients ai, 1  i  K, are bounded, i.e., a < jaij < a.
 The Diracs are -distinct: infi6=j jti   tj j > ;  > 0.
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Figure 3.8: The level-crossing sampling of a FRI signal. The stream of Diracs is rst low-pass ltered, then
it is level-crossed with two levels, l to obtain samples fsi;lg.
If samples can have perfect precision in both time and amplitude, which implies sampling bandwidth is
as high as needed and no quantization is performed, then f(t) can be reconstructed perfectly by sampling it
directly, either uniformly at the Nyquist rate or with thresholds. Samples obtained can exactly identify all
the nonzero parameters of the input. However, as has been pointed out, such implementation is impractical
and inecient, because narrow pulses have very high Fourier bandwidth (thus requiring an even higher
Nyquist rate to sample it) and an FRI signal in its canonical form is non-bandlimited. Recent work of
Vetterli et al. [6] provided examples of non-bandlimited signals that can be recovered perfectly from uniform
samples, by matching the number of uniform samples to the signal's degrees of freedom per unit time. In this
approach, samples are acquired in a straightforward manner, but the reconstruction algorithm is nonlinear
and relies on the use of the annihilating lter method or the matrix pencil method. In other words, the good
performance obtained through this approach is paid for by the complexity of its reconstruction algorithm.
We take a dierent approach to this problem by sampling via LC. We hope to reduce the reconstruction
complexity by acquiring samples with more care, and hope that information imbedded in the sequence of
LC samples can be exploited to obtain a \matrix-free" reconstruction.
Instead of sampling f(t) directly, we sample the output of f(t) through a low-pass lter h, as shown in
Figure 3.8, where h is a causal two-pole system, characterized by amplitude C > 0, decay constant , and
oscillating frequency !o. Its impulse response is of the form
h(C;; !o; t) = C e
 t cos(!ot)u(t); (3.24)
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 (t ti) cos!o(t  ti)u(t  ti); t  0: (3.25)
Input f(t) will be recovered from samples of y(t) with the bi-level L.
L has two symmetric levels, +l and  l. It outputs a sequence of samples, f(sj ; yj)gIj=1, where yj =
y(sj) = l. The crossing instants fsjgIj=1 are not quantized, thus preserving the information obtained by
sampling fully.
Since LC ADC lets the signal dictate when and where to sample, samples arrive non-uniformly. Each one




aih(sj   ti) = l; j = 1; 2;    ; I: (3.26)
3.3.1 The classic least-square reconstruction
When the unknown time delays ti's take on discrete values, ti = n, n = 0;    ; T , then (3.26) can be expressed
in matrix form by y = Hf . Both the coecients faig and time delays ftig can be incorporated into a T+11
column vector f , where f(ti) = ai. y is the I  1 sample vector, and Hji = h(sj   ti). The classic approach
to solving this inverse problem is by least-square, which is also known as the minimum-energy approach.
A solution is chosen from the solution space (translated nullspace of H, N (H) + y) that has the smallest
energy (l2 norm),
f^ = argmin k f 0 k2; Hf 0 = y: (3.27)






Unfortunately, this least-square method does not always nd the correct solution. An example is shown in
Figure 3.9. where a length-100 FRI signal with 5 nonzero taps (r = 10=100 = 0:1) is given in Figure 3.9(a).
It is reconstructed using the closed-form solution given by (3.28) in Figure 3.9(b). Although it resembles the
original, it is clearly not a perfect reconstruction. In general, least-square approximation looks for a solution
that is closest to the origin (minimum energy) in the solution space. The solution is usually non-sparse.
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Figure 3.9: 1-D reconstruction experiment using LC samples. (a) Original FRI signal with rate of innovation
r = 0:1. (b) MSE (minimum energy) reconstruction from 10 LC samples. Reconstruction visibly diers from
the original.
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3.3.2 Minimum Mean Square Error (MMSE) reconstruction
In order to improve the solution, we examine a reconstruction algorithm that minimizes the mean-squared






The MSE between y(t) and y^(t) is dened as r(a^; t^) ,k y(t)  y^(t) k2. We will use the notation
minimize r(a^; t^) (3.30)
subject to y(sj)  y^(sj) = 0; j = 1; 2;   
to describe the optimization problem of nding a set of (a^; t^) that minimizes the objective r(a^; t^) among all
sets that satisfy the constraints.
As mentioned previously, the number of local minima grows with the dimension of unknowns, so nding
the optimal solution is nontrivial. The solution set S can be formulated as following [35]. The set of points
on which the objective and constraint functions are dened as S = RK  T, where T is the time interval
[0; T ].
Let the optimal value p be
p = inffr(a^; t^) j y(sj)  y^(sj) = 0; j = 1; : : : ; Ig:
A pair (a; t) is an optimal solution, if (a; t) 2 S and r(a; t) = p. The set of all optimal solutions is
the optimal set, denoted by
S = f(a^; t^) j y(sj)  y^(sj) = 0; j = 1; : : : ; N ;
r(a^; t^) = pg: (3.31)
The set S is nonempty, and when it contains only one solution (a^; t^), x(t) is reconstructed uniquely. When
p = 0, then x(t) is also reconstructed perfectly.
Ideally, as long as there are as many equations as unknowns, namely N = 2K, a solution can be found
for (3.26). Unfortunately, a unique solution is not always forthcoming. A list of complications that prevent
the straightforward application of MSE approximation follows:
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 The set of equations (3.26) is neither linear nor can it be decoupled and transformed into a set of
bilinear equation; hence, it is dicult to obtain closed-form solutions.
 The equations are not convex in f(ai; ti)gNi=1. Since the number of local minima grows with the
dimension of the unknowns, nding the optimal solution is nontrivial. This easily leads to instability
during reconstruction.
 In general, correlation between samples and free parameters f(ai; ti)gNi=1 is unknown; therefore, the
free parameters cannot be solved sequentially. In other words, unless specically contrived so, the
I N system cannot be broken down to subsystems that are computationally more ecient to solve.
Furthermore, processing the I N system in its entirety translates to a delay of T seconds.
These issues can be avoided when the lter h and sampler L are designed with care, so that a \matrix
free" reconstruction algorithm is possible. Our goal is to decouple the joint optimization problem into non-
overlapping subproblems. By nding the optimal solution of each subproblem, we obtain the global optimal.
The key is to nd h and L to decouple (3.30).
Theorem 7. (Criterion for perfect reconstruction of FRI signals) For every signal of nite rate of
innovation r = 2K=T (3:23) , there exist a lter h(C;; !o) and a bi-level L = (+l; l), such that the LC
samples of the ltered input can be used sequentially to perfectly reconstruct the input. In particular, the
following sucient conditions ensure a stable \matrix free" recovery using as few as 2K samples:








where a and a are the upper and lower bounds of input magnitude.
Proof. y(t) is a (sequential) stream of K-decaying sinusoids. Without loss of generality, assume C, the
amplitude of the lter, is normalized to 1. Let  denote the time duration that guarantees the amplitude
of every decaying cosine in (3.23) drops below l after  seconds. In other words,
 = ft j t > 0 ; jaije t < l; 1  i  Kg: (3.33)
This ensures the signal crosses l and produces samples. Furthermore, in order to localize (in time) the
information carried by the samples, we want the samples to be taken before the next cosine arrives, i.e.,
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 < . This is accomplished by picking a value for  that satises the following constraint:





> ; 1  i  Kg: (3.34)
Together, (3.33) and (3.34) provide the lower-bound on the decay coecient of the lter. Due to the
oscillating nature of the lter impulse response h, each decaying cosine crosses l at least twice and produces,
sequentially, at least two equations for each set of unknowns (ai; ti). This enables stable reconstruction, as
we will show next.
3.3.3 A sequential reconstruction algorithm
The combination of lter h and sampler L localizes the unknowns and decouples the pairs of unknowns in the
system (3.26). In other words, the ith pair of coecient and delay (ai; ti) can be solved independently from
the future unknowns, namely the fakgKk=i+1 and ftkgKk=i+1. Furthermore, it can be obtained recursively. A
unique pair of solutions to a1 and t1 is found by solving the following equations,
(a^1; t^1) = f(u; v) j (u; v) 2 S; u h(t  v)jt=s1;s2 = y(t)jt=s1;s2g:
Incorporating the estimated a^1 and t^1, the estimated waveform is y^ = a^1h(t   t^1). It is then used to solve
the remaining pairs of unknowns recursively,




and the estimated waveform is updated accordingly, y^ = y^ + a^ih(t  t^i).
The pseudocode is given below:
To illustrate how the above algorithm performs, we provide an example in Figure 3.10. A length-100
sparse signal is created with 5 taps. It is ltered, then level-crossed with l = 0:5. Only 10 LC samples are
taken, and the signal is recovered exactly by solving localized convex optimization problems.
3.3.4 Extension to piecewise polynomial signals
The class of FRI signals is well abstracted, but not limited to the stream of Diracs given by (3.23). FRI
measures the degree of freedom, or the innovation, of a signal over a period of time T . Many signals, such as
splines and piecewise polynomials, can also be appropriately represented in such a manner. In this section,
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Algorithm 1 LC Reconstruction (LC Samples)
Initialize reconstruction y^ = 0;
Initialize sample index k = 1;
for j = 1 : I do
if y^(sj) 6= y(sj) then
Solve (3.35) and estimate the kth pair of unknowns hatak and t^k;
Update y^ = y^ + a^ih(t  t^i);
i = i+ 1;j = j + 1;
else
Print - jth sample oers no new information;
j = j + 1;
end if
end for
















































Figure 3.10: 1-D reconstruction experiment using LC samples. (a) Original length-100 signal consisting of 5
Diracs. (b) Original signal ltered by a 2-pole LP lter. (c) LC samples obtained with two levels, l = 0:5.
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Figure 3.11: A K-piece polynomial input (of degree at most R) can be reconstructed perfectly by level-
crossing. It is rst dierentiated R+1 times to become a stream of Diracs, then it is processed as previously
in Figure 3.8. Once the estimates of the stream of Diracs are made, they are integrated R + 1 times to
recover the original piecewise polynomial signal.
we will specically address piecewise polynomial signals, and show that they can be similarly reconstructed
from LC.
We consider a class of discrete-time signal piecewise polynomial signals f(n). f(n) hasK pieces; each piece
has a maximum degree of R. Let the discrete-time dierence operator be dened by d(n) = (n)  (n  1).
When the dierence operator is applied R+1 times to the piecewise polynomial, the dierentiated output is
f (R+1)(n) = f(n)  d(n)      d(n)| {z }
R+1 times
: (3.36)
Each piece of f(n) is a polynomial of at most degree R; hence, (3.36) has at most K(R + 1) weighted and
delayed Diracs. As such, f (R+1)(n) has a rate of innovation bounded by r  2K(R+1)T . Using the result
of Theorem 7, we can uniquely recover the stream of K(R + 1) Diracs from 2K(R + 1) LC samples. The
piecewise polynomial signal is then reconstructed by applying the discrete-time integrator R + 1 times on
the recovered stream of Dirac (refer Figure 3.11).
The algorithms presented in the previous section can be applied to reconstruction of piecewise polynomial
signals. To illustrate how the above algorithm performs, we provide an example in Figure 3.12. A length-120
sparse signal is created with just 5 spikes. It is ltered, then level-crossed with l = 0:5. Only 10 LC samples
are taken, and the signal is recovered exactly by solving localized convex optimization problems.
Continuous-time piecewise polynomials (PWP) can be treated similarly, with the dierence operator
replaced by a dierentiator g(t), where g(t) is a capacitor-resistor (RC) circuit with the transfer function
G(s) = C ss+ ; s 2 R, where  = 1RC .
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Figure 3.12: 1-D reconstruction experiment using LC samples. (a) A length-120 input with 5 pieces of
polynomials of degree r = 0; 1, and 2. (b) It is dierentiated R+ 1 times to become a stream of Diracs. (c)
It is processed with a low-pass lter and LC sampled. (d) Estimates of the delta stream are integrated R+1
times to recover the original piecewise polynomial signal.
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3.4 LC Sampling of Sparse Signals
Our interest in connecting LC sampling with compressed sensing (CS) is apparent. It is a natural connec-
tion, since LC is particularly suited for sampling of bursty signals, which are temporaly sparse and highly
compressible. Such type of signals has also been the focus of much attention in compressed sensing. In this
section, we will use the language of CS to evaluate the performance of level-crossing of sparse signals. Major
results from CS are summarized in section 2.3 of this dissertation.
3.4.1 Revisit ltering and LC
In the discrete-time (DT) framework, when the unknown time delays di's take on discrete values, di =
0;    ; N   1, ltering of a stream of deltas can be interpreted as projecting the input onto a subspace
spanned by a set of linearly independent vectors. Three observations can be made:
1. A DT signal f(n) with nite rate of innovation 2K=N is equivalently expressed by a length-N signal




ai(n  di); n = 0   N   1, f = [0 0 a1; a2; 0;    ; aK ;    ]:








can be geometrically interpreted as a projection onto a subspace spanned by vectors hi,
y = Hf;
where the ltered output y is a length-N vector, and H = [h0jh1j    jhN 1], hi = h(n  i)u(n  i),
H =
0BBBBBBBBBBB@
h[0] 0 0 0 0
h[1] h[0] 0 0 0









Each element ofH is evaluated byHji = h(j i) = Ce (j i) cos(!o(j i))u(j i): H is mathematically
referred to as a transformation matrix, and y is the transform coecients of f . Due to the casual nature
of the lter, the columns of H are linearly independent. As such, ltering an FRI signal with a 2-pole
lter is equivalent to a projection of the signal onto a subspace spanned by a set of linearly independent
vectors fhigN 1i=0 .
3. LC of the ltered signal can be described by
yL = Hf = HLf;
where yL is the sample vector, and HL is a subset of H, a collection of rows of H, with dimension
I N , 1  I  N . The row selection is dictated by sampler L. In matrix form, it can be represented
as a matrix multiply of H, where  is an I N row selection matrix,
 =
0BBBBBBB@
0 1 0    0
0 0 1    0
0 0 0
. . . 0
0 0   
1CCCCCCCA
:
Sampling with dierent level sets L results in dierent 's, and the possibility of  is combinatorial. If
we want to nd a level set that produces at least I samples, then the possibilities of  is
PN
i=I (N; i).
Therefore, the selection of an appropriate set of thresholds L, one that collects 2K samples that can
be used to solve f recursively, is equivalent to nding the right sampling space HL, of dimension
2K N , to project f onto. Furthermore, we see that HL is a subspace spanned by vectors hLi, where
hLi = hL(n  i), and hL(j) = h(sj); j = 1;    ; 2K.
Now, the solution provided by Theorem 7 for continuous time (CT) FRI signals can be adapted to sample
K-sparse DT signals with real coecients. In accord with the theory of compressed sensing, it is possible
to reconstruct f from a partial knowledge of its transformation coecients y. When the right L is chosen,
i.e., using the proper sampling space HL, the number of samples necessary is 2K, and the reconstruction
algorithm is a sequential one.
Corollary 1. (Perfect reconstruction of K-sparse signals from LC samples) A DT FRI signal with
r = 2K=N , also known as a length-N signal that is K-sparse, can be uniquely recovered, via MMSE sequential
reconstruction, from as few as 2K LC samples, when the input is
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 ltered with a 2-pole lter with decay constant  > ln aa ;
 level-crossed with bi-level L = l, where ae 2 < l < ae .
When we compare these to CS results, we see the following advantages and disadvantages.
Advantages The advantages are threefold:
 Less samples are required. Instead of O(K log T ) samples stipulated by CS, only 2K samples are
needed with our method.
 Compared to the large memory storage required by random projection, LC has a practical implemen-
tation that does not veer far from the traditional structure of sampling. It's a more realistic way of
acquiring data.
 The MMSE sequential reconstruction algorithm is stable and matrix-free, and it can be resolved in
O(K) time.
Disadvantages More prior information of the source is needed. In order to use an appropriate decay
constant , we need the amplitude bounds. Furthermore, lter h and sampler L has to be carefully co-
ordinated to ensure only 2K samples are gathered to ensure eective and ecient reconstruction. In the
example provided in Figure 3.13, we simulated the reconstruction of a signal that has length 400 and sparsity
of 10. We rst collected 20 samples by LC, then another 40 samples by random projection. The experiment
shows that when using the same l1 minimization to reconstruct the original, 20 LC samples can obtain
perfect reconstruction, where 40 random samples cannot. This shows that without extra attention given to
how samples are collected, we can reduce the number of samples needed and reduce the complexity of the
reconstruction algorithm.
3.5 Signal Detection from LC Sampling
In the previous sections, we provided algorithms for perfection reconstruction of FRI signals by LC. In
addition, LC has another important application in parameter detection and estimation, which will be the
focus of this section. Specically, we are interested in signals that can be cast as event-arrival processes,
where the pulse shape (event) is known, but arrivals are unknown. In a deterministic framework, such signals
can be modelled as FRI, and its counterpart in a stochastic framework can be modelled as point processes,
e.g., poisson processes.
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Figure 3.13: 1-D reconstruction experiment using LC samples and random projection samples. (a) Original
length-400 signal consisting of 10 Diracs. (c) Original signal ltered by a 2-pole LP lter and sampled by
LC. 20 LC samples are obtained. (e) 40 samples by random projection are obtained. (b) Exact recovery of
original using 20 LC samples and MMSE algorithm. (d) Exact recovery of original using 20 LC samples and
l1 minimization. (f) l1 minimization using 40 random samples is not enough to obtain perfect reconstruction.
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Traditionally, when the pulse shape is known, the optimal detector employed in an additive white gaussian
noise (AWGN) setting will be a continuous time (CT) matched lter. However, the lter requires large
bandwidth, and so does the discrete time matched lter obtained from uniform sampling of the CT lter.
Therefore, the lter is impractical to implement. This leads us to consider LC sampling, which oers high
instantaneous bandwidth and only samples when information is present. It is intuitively an opportunistic,
as well as ecient, allocation of resources. Let us illustrate with a binary detection example.
Example: The received signal under one hypothesis is the noise Nt alone; the received signal under the other
hypothesis is the signal Xt corrupted by noise Nt. Both Xt and Nt are Poisson random processes with rate
0 and 1 over an interval T , respectively:
H0 : Nt  P(0);
H1 : Xt +Nt  P(0 + 1):
Assuming both hypotheses were equally likely, given n arrivals in T seconds, the likelihood ratio test (LRT)
for maximum-likelihood (ML) detection is given by
p(n in T jH1)




This relationship can be easily translated to an LRT on n,
n ? (T ); (3.39)
where the threshold (T ) = 1ln(1+1=0) T . It follows that the probability of detection and the probability of
false alarm are, respectively, PD(T ) =
P1
n=de p(njH1) and PF (T ) =
P1
n=de 1 p(njH0). We want to know
how fast a detection can be made. In order to quantify this, we rst need to nd the minimum interval of
observation.
Question 1 : In order to realize a pair (PD, PF ), what is the minimum observation interval T?
For any realizable pair of probability of detection and false alarm, (PD; PF ) = (1   ; ), 0 < ;  < 1;
i.e., any point on the receiver operating characteristic (ROC) curve of the ML decision rule, we can x PF




subject to T > 0; PF (T )  ; PD(T )  1  :
Combining (3.39) and (3.40), the minimization of the parameter T can be elaborated into the following set
of equations:
minimize T






 (1  )e0T ; (3.41)
d(T )e 1X
n=0
((0 + 1)T )
n
n!
  e(0+1)T : (3.42)
Conveniently, the two constraints (3.41) and (3.42) form a chain of inequalities that produces a condition










((0 + 1)T )
n
n!
  e(0+1)T :







Since the observation interval by nature is a positive parameter, T > 0, we can see that this lower bound
is only sensible when 1    > , which, in other words, means that the false alarm probability PF should
be smaller than the probability of detection PD. Only for pairs of PD > PF would (3.43) be meaningful.
Furthermore, we see this lowerbound is intuitive. A higher requisite PD or lower PF would increase the
minimum observation time.
Question 2 : With the observation interval T chosen to satisfy (1   ; ), how long does it take to make a
decision?
The threshold test (3.39) indicates that we have to wait for (T ) event arrivals in order to make a
detection. Let td be the waiting time until a detection is made. Its distribution f(t; d(T )e) is Erlang.
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Assume that it is equally likely that there is something to detect (H1) and there that there is not (H0); then





). When the signal of interest is not
present, we have to observe the whole T -second to arm that. When the signal of interest is present, the
average waiting time for the observation of d(T )e arrivals is given by d(T )e0+1 .
We say it is opportunistic when a detection can be made before the expected waiting time; i.e., the time
it takes to make a decision, t, is less than td, t < td. As such, opportunistic detection of the poisson process
Xt with rate 1 corrupted by a noise process Nt of rate 0 can be made with probability p, where, after











Hence, we identied a class of opportunistic Poisson processes that can be eciently sampled by level-
crossing.
Furthermore, a broader class of point processes can be mapped into a unit-rate Poisson process, and
analyzed as above. A point process Xt is a sequence of event-arrival times in [0; T ], with the conditional
intensity function (tjXt) that can be both time varying and history dependent. Let t1; t2;    ; tK be event
arrivals in [0; T ], and dene t0 = 0 and tK+1 = T . With the mapping zi =
R ti
ti 1
(tjXt)dt, it can be shown
that the times fzigK+1i=1 correspond to the inter-arrival times of a unit-rate Poisson process. In other words,
the class of opportunistic signals obtained above not only includes Poisson processes, but all point processes
for which a detection can be made before the average wait. Therefore, this class of signals is particularly
suited to level-crossing sampling.
3.6 Summary
In this chapter, we show that good signal approximation can be obtained with LC samples, and in some
cases, CS signal can be exactly recovered from LC samples. Below we summarize the key results:
 We oered an algorithm for consistent reconstruction using LC samples. Consistent reconstruction is
not a perfect reconstruction scheme; however, it produces a good approximation of the original from
quantized samples, and from a smaller number of samples compared to uniform sampling. The MSE
of reconstruction decreases to zero with O(e2B). The reconstruction algorithm has low computational
complexity, and a solution for a length-N input can be found in O(N) time.
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 FRI signals can be perfectly represented by LC samples. When the samples are selected according a set
of carefully chosen thresholds, the reconstruction algorithm can be made \matrix-free" and sequential,
and the solution can be obtained in O(K) iterations.
 We showed that ltering and LC sampling of real-valued and discrete-time sparse signals can be
reinterpreted as subspace projection, where selection of thresholds is equivalent to nding the right
subspace to project onto. We presented examples where l1-minimization using LC samples requires




REFERENCE LEVELS IN THE LC
ADC
It does not escape our attention that the advantages exhibited by LC sampling in both data transmission
and signal reconstruction hinge on the proper placement of reference levels. Ideally, the levels are located
such that information can be suitably extracted. In the literature, the levels of such LC ADCs have typically
been treated no dierently from those of uniform quantization [4], [5], [14], [15], [16], [36], [37], where the
optimal allocation of the LC ADC levels has received scant consideration, with the noted exception that
quantization of data that has already been sampled in time. Hence, optimal placement of reference levels in
LC ADCs is the focus of this section.
From the consideration that level placement has received in the literature, the task is approached in
two ways. The rst approach is a static implementation based upon a known probabilistic signal model.
This method nds, in advance, the best constant (static) set of levels for a class of signals sharing the
same signal model. Doing so requires us to have some probabilistic information of the source a priori. For
example, when the input's probability density distribution (pdf) is known, Lloyd-Max quantization could
be employed to select a non-uniformly spaced level set that minimizes the MSE between the reconstructed
signal and the original. Although such implementation is straightforward and oers the optimal performance
in the sense of minimum mean square error (MMSE), it has two disadvantages. First, no quality of service
(QoS) is guaranteed, since good performance can be only had on average (typical of MMSE-type algorithms).
Second, such implementation is time invariant and hence, not adaptive to the input's statistical variations.
Mismatch between the model and reality inevitably leads to a loss of optimality, which can only be prevented
when the level set is recomputed at the moment when a variation occurs.
The second approach is akin to signal tracking. A small set of levels is used at any given time, and it is
constantly updated to adapt to the signal's dynamic variation. This method is dynamic but not probabilistic.
It re-poses level placement as a tracking problem: as long as the input's whereabout can be tracked with
a certain resolution, the levels can be placed accordingly. Signal tracking always relies on the use of an
ADC with high sampling bandwidth 1 , which, depending on the actual design of the ADC, refers either to
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the circuit bandwidth where  is the total delay of one conversion loop, or to the sampling frequency fs.
Typically, only one LC can be acknowledged every  seconds due to circuit limitation. When the conversion
delay following an LC is long with respect to the signal variation, additional LCs could have occurred while
the circuitry is busy registering the initial crossing, hence leaving the additional ones unaccounted for. This
inevitably erodes the reconstruction delity. In order to avoid such a scenario, either a circuit with larger
bandwidth is used [14], or a ash-type ADC that can sample with a bank of comparators simultaneously
is used [15]. In [14] the input is highly oversampled to ensure the dynamic change between subsequent
samples is bounded between adjacent levels; hence, no more than one level can be crossed within an interval
of  . In [15] the high specication for circuit bandwidth is alleviated by feeding the input simultaneously
into multiple analog comparators. The output of each comparator is further processed by an asynchronous
digital circuitry that ensures the proper recognition of LCs. Dierences in implementation aside, both
designs [14] and [15] employ tracking circuits that rely on the assumption that if a signal is sampled fast
enough, successive samples do not vary much from the present one. The interval-by-interval search for the
best quantizer dominates the computational complexity, and their good performance comes at the cost of
large sampling bandwidth as well as high power consumption, rendering them unattractive in low-cost and
low-power applications. This leads us to question whether it is possible to obtain the performance of the
best tracking algorithm without actually searching for the best quantizer.
The algorithms proposed in this section are also sequential. We start with just one assumption: only
the input dynamic range is known. Instead of tracking the signal by oversampling or by making statistical
assumptions ahead of time, we learn, sequentially, the best level set to use. Inspired by seminal work on
zero-delay lossy quantization [38] [39], we implement adaptive schemes that sequentially assign levels in the
ADC. At every update instance, a probability mass function (PMF) is generated using cumulative MSE.
From this PMF, a new set is selected and used by the ADC to sample the input until it is updated again.
This algorithm provides a way to sample when nothing except the dynamic range of the signal is known
ahead of time. The performance obtained is comparable to that of the best static level set that could have
only been known in hindsight. Furthermore, we also provide an improvement of this algorithm so that it also
competes favorably with tracking algorithms. Currently, many ADC designs have the capability to update
reference levels (also known as quantization thresholds) during sampling; a comparison among a class of























Figure 4.1: A conceptual design diagram of a B-bit ash-type LC ADC.
4.1 Implementation of Reference Levels
In this section, we present a conceptual architecture for LC ADC and the setup for the placement of reference
levels in the ADC. Furthermore, we dene the reconstruction error that will be minimized with a sequential
algorithm in the next section.
4.1.1 A conceptual architecture for LC ADC
A range of publications has investigated the hardware implementations of asynchronous LC samplers [15],
[16], [14]. In particular the LC asynchronous ADC presented in [15] has a parallel structure that resembles
a ash-type ADC. The current implementation can sample signals up to 5MHz in bandwidth with 4 bit
hardware resolution, and its topology can be naturally extended to a higher-precision ADC. The proposed
architecture is given in Figure 4.1, and it is the LC ADC we refer to throughout this paper.
Let us consider a B-bit (2B levels) ash-type ADC of this design. It is equipped with an array of 2B
analog comparators that compare the input with corresponding reference levels. The reference levels are
implemented with a voltage divider. The comparators are designed to be noise resistant, so at a reference
level, uctuation due to noise will not cause chattering in the output. The power consumption of such analog
circuitry is dominated by the comparators. In order to minimize power, at most p of the 2B comparators
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are on at any moment. This can be accomplished by a digital circuit that regulates the power supply and
periodically updates the set of on comparators. The asynchronous digital circuitry processes the output of
the analog circuitry, recognizes the proper times for each of the LCs, then outputs a sequence of bits.
The number of on comparators, p, and their respective amplitudes aect the performance of the LC
ADC. Ideally, they are optimized jointly. However, for analytical tractability, we temporarily suppress the
variability of p in our formulation. The distortion measure is formulated as a function of the levels, and it
is minimized within a family of schemes.
4.1.2 The reference level set l
Let us consider an amplitude-bounded signal xt that is T seconds long. Without loss of generality, we assume
xt is bounded between [ A=2;+A=2], and that the LC ADC has 2B levels, uniformly spaced in the dynamic
range with spacing  = A
2B
. Let l = fl1; l2; lk;    ; l2Bg represent the set of reference levels used by the
comparators. The cardinality of l is jlj = 2B.
During LC sampling, let p comparators be turned on at any given time. Together these p comparators
form a level set, which is a subset of l. In our framework, this set is updated every v seconds; i.e., at
t = nv, n = 1; 2;    , a new set of levels is picked and this new set of levels is represented as Ln =
fLn;1;    ; Ln;m;    ; Ln;pg, Ln;m 2 l. Let Lt denote the sequence of such level sets used up to time t, i.e.,
Lt = (L0; L1;    ; Ln;    ; Lb tv c), where each Li is a set of p levels.
The ADC compares the input xt to the set of levels used every  seconds. Note that  6= v. The ADC
records a level-crossing with one of Ln;m if the following comparison holds for a Ln;m,
(x(n 1)   Ln;m)(xn   Ln;m) < 0; m = 1;    ; p:
Although the true crossing si occurs in the interval [(n  1); n), only its quantized value Q(si) is recorded,
i.e., Q(si) = (n 1)+=2. The LC sample acquired by the ADC is (Q(si); i), where i is the corresponding
level crossed at t = si, x(si) = i 2 Ln. Since i is enunciated in l, it is known with perfect precision. This
is the key dierence between quantization of LC samples and of uniform samples: uniform samples are
quantized in amplitude, LC samples are quantized in time.
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4.1.3 Reconstructed signal and its error
Given a sequence of reference levels Lt, sampling input xt with L
t produces a set of samples Lc(xt; L
t) =
f(Q(si); i)gi2Z+ . The corresponding reconstructed signal at time t, using a piecewise constant (PWC)





i [u(t Q(si))  u(t Q(si+1))] ; 0  t  T; (4.1)
where u(t) is a unit step function, i.e., u(t) = 1 when t  0 and u(t) = 0 otherwise. It is entirely possible
that Lc(xt; L
t) produces an empty set if no crossings occur between levels sets and xt, which means no
information has been captured. In such a case, nding an appropriate sequence of reference levels is essential.








From (4.1) and (4.2), it is clear that the MSE e(LT ) is a function of the chosen sequence of reference levels
LT . Therefore, it will be minimized over LT .
4.2 Achieving the Best Hindsight Performance Sequentially
In this section, we introduce a sequential algorithm that is implemented to asymptotically achieve the
performance of the best constant scheme that could only be determined in hindsight. This sequential
algorithm is a randomized algorithm. At xed intervals, the algorithm randomly selects a level set and uses
it to sample the input until the selected level set is replaced by the next selection. The level set is randomly
selected from a class of possible level sets according to a probability mass function (PMF) generated by the
cumulative performance of each level set in this class on the input.
4.2.1 The best constant scheme known in hindsight
Before we present a sequential algorithm that searches for LT , we discuss the shortcomings of the constant
(non-adaptive) scheme. When levels are not updated, we pick a set L0 of p levels at t = 0, and use it for the
entire sampling duration T . The best constant reference level is one that minimizes the MSE among the class
of all possible p-level sets L, jLj =
0B@ 2B
p
































Figure 4.2: A diagram to illustrate the sequentially updated algorithm. At each t = nv, accumulated errors








(xt   x^t(L0))2dt: (4.3)
Evaluating (4.3), however, requires a delay of T seconds. In other words, the best constant level set L0 is
only known in hindsight; it cannot be known a priori. Without statistical knowledge of the input, optimizing
performance while using a constant scheme is not feasible, and a zero-delay and sequential algorithm may
be more appropriate.
4.2.2 An analog sequential algorithm using exponential weights
The continuous-time sequential algorithm (CSA) uses the well-known exponential weighting method [39] to
create a PMF, over the class of possible level sets at every update, from which a new set is generated. Figure
4.2 represents this algorithm, and the algorithm is given in Algorithm 2. In the algorithmic description, each
level set is represented by Lk, k = 1; : : : ; jLj.
We note that in the implementation of Algorithm 2, the cumulative errors in (4.4) are computed recur-














 ; k = 1;    ; jLj: (4.8)
Therefore, implementation of the CSA only requires storage of jLj weights.
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Algorithm 2 Continuous-time sequential algorithm (CSA)
Step 1.1: Initialize constant ,  > 0 ; initialize update interval v; N = bTv c;
Step 1.2: Initialize reconstruction to 0, x^0 = 0; initialize cumulative errors to zero, e
k
0 = 0, k = 1;    ; jLj;
for n = 1 : N do
for k = 1 : jLj do






(xt   x^t(Lk))2dt; k = 1    ; jLj: (4.4)







 ; k = 1;    ; jLj: (4.5)
end for
Step 3.1: At t = nv, select Ln according to the PMF
Pr(Ln = Lk) = wknv; k = 1;    ; jLj: (4.6)










where fQ(si); igi2In is the sample set obtained by sampling xt with Ln in the interval [(n  1)v; nv).
end for
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4.2.3 Asymptotic convergence of the sequential algorithm
In this section, we give an assessment of the performance of the CSA. For clarity, we reiterate the setup here.
Let LTcsa be a sequence of levels chosen by CSA up to time T . Let x^t(L
T
csa) be the reconstructed signal ob-
tained by sampling xt with L











We note that the expectation here is with respect to the PMF generated by the algorithm.
Theorem 8. For any bounded input xt of length T , jxtj  A2 , and xed parameters  and v, reconstruction


















where  is a parameter of the LC ADC,  = 1  1
2B
. Selecting  =
q
8 ln jLj















Hence, the normalized performance of the universal algorithm is asymptotically as good as the normalized
performance of the best hindsight constant level set L0.
We see that the \regret" paid for not knowing the best level set in hindsight vanishes as signal length
T increases. The parameter  can be considered as the learning rate of the algorithm, and at the optimal
learning rate for the duration T ,  =
q
8 ln jLj
(A)4vT , the regret is minimized. The regret is also a function of
the amplitude range A and update period v. Intuitively, the smaller the update period, the more often the
updates, and the smaller the regret. See Appendix A for the proof.
4.2.4 A digital approximation
In practical implementations where selection of reference levels is performed by a digital circuit, such as sug-
gested by Figure 4.1, it is necessary to compute the cumulative errors (4.4) in the digital domain. Therefore,
the continuous-time reconstruction error et(L
t) formulated in the previous section needs to be approximated
digitally; i.e., the continuous-time integration in (4.4) needs to be replaced by discrete-time summation. One
approach is to approximate the reconstruction error et(L
t) with regular sampling and piecewise constant
(or piecewise linear) interpolation. Furthermore, computation of the cumulative errors requires knowing
the actual xt; however, the original signal xt is unknown (otherwise we would not need a converter). The






























1. Turn on all Cs 
every   secs
2.  Perform DSA 
to update Ln
(a) (b)
Figure 4.3: Two methods of tracking input to implement DSA. (a) All comparators are turned on once every
 seconds, and the approximated input ~xm is sent to the digital circuit to evaluate DSA. (b) A low-rate
ADC keeps track of the input xt every  seconds.
Assume that we periodically obtain the quantized input to compute approximate versions of the cumu-
lative errors. This can be accomplished in two ways:
1. Once every  seconds, all of the 2B comparators are turned on. The value of  is selected so that
   v,  is the sampling period of the comparators and v is the interval between updates. Once
a level is crossed by the input signal, the comparator associated with that level changes its output,
then its corresponding digital trigger identies the change and sends the information to the digital
circuitry that controls the comparator's power supply. This method is shown in Figure 4.3, and it can
periodically (every  seconds) provide a quantized input ~xm = QB(xm), j~xm   xmj  2 .
In our LC ADC, p comparators are on at any moment. By requesting all comparators be turned on
every  seconds, we in eect power up (2B   p) extra comparators every  seconds. Since the extra
comparators are only turned on for a small fraction of time, they likewise only consume a small fraction
of the overall power.
2. A separate low-rate C-bit ADC keeps track of the input every  seconds, ~xm = QC(xm). This
method is shown in Figure 4.3(b), and the low-rate (and low-power) ADC has a sampling frequency
much lower than that of the comparators, with the goal of providing the digital circuitry that performs
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the DSA an approximate input every  seconds, j~xm   xmj  VFS2C+1 . The advantage of this method
is that quantized input can have arbitrary resolution, as long as it is aordable. The disadvantage
is that a separate circuit element is designated to procure input approximations, and it needs to be
synchronized with the rest of the circuitry.




(~xm   x^m(Lk))2  : (4.11)
Other schemes such as nonuniform sampling in conjunction with splines or cubic polynomial interpolation
can be used as well, depending on the underlying statistics and bandwidth of the signal xt. The 0th order
Riemann sum approximation in (4.11), though conservative, serves well in the absence of such information.
Next, we introduce the discrete-time sequential algorithm in Algorithm 3.
Algorithm 3 Discrete-time sequential algorithm (DSA)
Step 1.1: Initialize constant ,  > 0 ; initialize update interval u; N = bTv c;
Step 1.2: Initialize reconstruction to 0, x^0 = 0; initialize cumulative errors to zero, e
k
0 = 0, k = 1;    ; jLj;
for n = 1 : N do
for k = 1 : jLj do






(~xm   x^m(Lk))2  ; k = 1    ; jLj: (4.12)







 ; k = 1;    ; jLj: (4.13)
end for
Step 3.1: Select Ln according to the PMF
Pr(Ln = Lk) = ~wknv; k = 1;    ; jLj: (4.14)










where fQ(si); igi2In is the sample set obtained in the interval [(n  1)v; nv).
end for
The approximation error redistributes the PMF Pr(Ln), and as a result, a dierent sequence of levels could
be selected for sampling. Here, we quantify the deviation and show that the eect of approximation becomes
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negligible as signal length increases. In other words, the regret terms in Theorem 8 remain unchanged even
when the cumulative errors are approximated. Let LTdsa be a sequence of levels chosen by the discrete-
time algorithm. Let x^t(L
T
dsa) be the reconstructed signal obtained by sampling xt with L
T
dsa, and let the










. Furthermore, let 0 represent the
dierence between the continuous-time and discrete-time cumulative errors, 0 = jeT (L0)   ~eT (L0)j, then
eT (L

0) = ~eT (L

0) + 0.
Theorem 9. For any bounded input xt of length T , jxtj  A2 , and xed parameters  and u, reconstruction




















where  is a parameter of the LC ADC,  = 1  1
2B
. Selecting  =
q
8 ln jLj















See Appendix B for the proof. The parameter 0 measures the distortion due to approximation. A
meaningful bound on this distortion requires knowing the characteristics of xt; for example, some measure
of its bandwidth or rate of innovation, as well as how the MSE could be approximated. For example, let us




aiu(t  ti); 0  t  T:
Such a signal has a rate of innovation r = 2KT [6]. When the error metric is approximated using (4.12),




2 . For temporally sparse (bursty) signals, where K is
comparatively small compared to the signal length T , the eect of approximation diminishes as T gets large.
4.2.5 Comparison between the CSA and the DSA
Both the CSA and the DSA provide the same sequential method by which the levels in an LC ADC can
be updated, with one noted dierence: the CSA uses analog input in the computation of update weights,
and the DSA uses the signal that has been already converted into digital form. Although a hardware
implementation of the analog algorithm requires extra analog complexity, the algorithm itself provides an
analytical benchmark in assessing the performance of the digital algorithm that is perhaps more practical.
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Therefore, both are presented in this paper. Next, the deviation in performance between the CSA and the















  Z (n+1)v
nv
(xt   x^t(Lk))2dt: (4.18)
Corollary 2. For any bounded input xt, jx(t)j  A2 , and xed parameter , the deviation of the digital
algorithm DSA from the analog algorithm CSA is bounded,
E[esea(L
T )]  E[edsa(LT )]
T
 2(A)2max; (4.19)
where max = maxk jeT (Lk)  ~eT (Lk)j.
We can see that as the dierence between the true cumulative error and its approximation diminishes,
the deviation between the two algorithms goes to zero as expected. Similar to the discussion about 0
in Theorem 9, a meaningful bound on max requires knowing some characteristics of xt. For proof, see
Appendix B.
4.3 An Algorithm that is Competitive Against Signal Tracking
In this section, we introduce a sequential algorithm that is implemented to asymptotically achieve the
performance of the best tracking scheme that could have been determined in hindsight. This is yet another
randomized algorithm. At xed intervals, the algorithm randomly selects a level set and uses it to sample
the input until it is replaced by the next selection. As in the algorithms presented previously, the level set
is chosen from a class of possible level sets according to a probability mass function (PMF) generated by
the cumulative performance of each level set when used to sample the input. Since the algorithms we are
competing against are no longer static but are equipped with tracking abilities, we adjusted our previous
algorithm to make it more competitive. This new algorithm takes a more thorough account of the past
performance of each level set, and this translates to a more elaborate computation of weights. First, let us
give a denition of sequences whose performance we want to compete against.
4.3.1 An R-p level sequence
In the class of R-p sequences, the set of p levels is updated R times over a period of T at an arbitrary
collection of instances t = (t1;    ; tr;    ; tR), such that [Rr=0[tr; tr+1) = [0; T ], where t0 = 0 and tR+1 = T
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for the ease of notation. A new set of levels is picked at each tr, r = 0;    ; R, and this new set is represented
by Ltr = fLtr;1;    ; Ltr;m;    ; Ltr;pg, Ltr;m 2 l, and Ltr 2 L. Let LRp denote the sequence of level sets
used over a period of T , i.e., LRp = (Lt0 ; Lt1 ;    ; Ltr ;    ; LtR). We call it a R-p level sequence.
Given an LC ADC that samples with a R-p level sequence LRp, it produces a set of samples Lc(xt;LRp) =
f(Q(si); i)gi2Z+ that can be used to produce a consistent reconstruction of the input. For example, using




i [u(t Q(si))  u(t Q(si+1))] ; 0  t  T; (4.20)
where u(t) is a unit step function; i.e., u(t) = 1 when t  0 and u(t) = 0 otherwise. It is entirely possible that
Lc(xt;LRp) produces an empty set, hence x^t = 0. Therefore, nding an appropriate sequence of reference






(xt   x^t(Ltr ))2 dt: (4.21)
From (4.20) and (4.21), it is clear that the error function (4.21) depends on the time sequence when updates
are performed, and on the reference levels chosen at those instances. Hence, it will be minimized with respect
to both t and LRp.
4.3.2 The best R-p sequential scheme known in hindsight
The class of R-p algorithms updates R times over a duration of T seconds. At each update, it chooses a new
set of p levels. The algorithm with the best performance is one that minimizes the error function (4.21) by
updating at the right times and selecting the most appropriate level set. It can be found by evaluating the
following optimization problem:
LRp = arg min
t;LRp
eT (t;LRp); t 2 [0; T ]R; LRp 2 LR: (4.22)
It searches for the best sequence of time t over all possible partitions of [0; T ], and for each time sequence it
chooses the most suitable LRp from a set of jLj(jLj   1)R possibilities. Evaluating (4.22), however, requires
a delay of T seconds. In other words, the best R-p level sequence LRp is only known in hindsight; it cannot
be known a priori. Our goal is to achieve this hindsight performance sequentially.
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4.3.3 An R-p-competitive sequential algorithm
The R-p-competitive (RPC) algorithm is a continuous-time sequential algorithm that updates every v sec-
onds. Note that v 6=  . At every update, the RPC uses a weighting method to create a PMF over the class
of possible level sets, from which a new set is selected at random according the this PMF. In the algorithmic
description given by Algorithm 3, each level set is represented by Lk, k = 1; : : : ; jLj, and wn(q; k) denotes a
weight generated at update t = nv, computed using level set Lk over a time interval [qv; nv). Furthermore,
x^t(t0;Lk) denotes the reconstruction from LC samples recorded by using level set Lk over a time interval
[t0; t).
Algorithm 4 The R-p-competitive algorithm
Step 1.1: Initialize constant ,  > 0 ; initialize update interval v; N = bTv c;
Step 1.2: Initialize reconstruction x^0 = 0; initialize L(0);
Step 1.3: Initialize weights w(1; 1; k) = 1jLj , k = 1;    ; jLj; Goto Step 2.2;
for n = 2 : N do
for k = 1 : jLj do
Step 2.1: At t = nv, update the weights associated with each level set Lk,











[x(t)  x^(t; qv;Lk)]2 dt
!
















x^(t; (n  1)v;Lj)]2 dt

; q = n.
(4.23)
end for
Step 2.2: Select one of the x^(t; qv;Lk) according to the PMF given by





; k = 1;    ; jLj; q = 1;    ; n: (4.24)
Step 3.1: Use the selected set LCS(n) = Lk to sample x(t) in the interval [nv; (n+ 1)v);
Step 3.2: Update the reconstruction x^(t),
x^(t;LCS) = x^(t; qv;Lk); t 2 [nv; (n+ 1)v): (4.25)
end for
4.3.4 Asymptotic convergence of the RPC algorithm
In this section, we give a conjecture regarding the performance of the RPC. For clarity, we reiterate the
setup here. LRPC is a sequence of levels chosen by RPC up to time T . Let x^t(LRPC) be the reconstructed
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signal obtained by sampling xt with the sequence of levels chosen by RPC, and let the expected MSE be
given by E[eT (LRPC)] = E
hR T
0
(xt   x^t(LRPC))2 dt
i
. We note that the expectation here is with respect to
the PMF generated by the algorithm. We now make the following conjecture,
For any bounded input xt of length T , jxtj  A2 , and xed parameters  and v, a consistent reconstruction
of input using the R-p-competitive sequential algorithm incurs a MSE that satises
1
T





















Selecting  to minimize the regret terms, we have
1
T



















Accordingly, the normalized performance of the universal algorithm is asymptotically as good as the normal-
ized performance of the best R-p level sequence.
4.4 Simulation Results
In this section, we test the sequential algorithms introduced in Section 3 on a set of surface electromyography
(sEMG) signals. For these simulations, two observations are made: rst, the sequential algorithm works as
well as the the best constant algorithm known in hindsight; second, LC uses far fewer samples than uniform
sampling for the same level of performance measured by MSE.
4.4.1 The input sEMG signals
The set of sEMG signals used in this simulation is collected through encapsulated conductive gel pads over an
individual's throat proximal to the vocal cords, to allow an individual to communicate through the conductive
properties of the skin. This is particularly useful for severely disabled people, such as quadriplegics, who
cannot communicate verbally nor physically, by allowing them to express their thoughts through a medium
neither invasive nor requiring physical movement. Signals that are collected are then transmitted through
a wireless device to a data processing unit to be converted either into synthesized speech or into a menu
selection to control objects, such as a wheelchair. For more information on the data collection device used,
see www.theaudeo.com.
We observed a set of electromyography (EMG) signals, where each is an utterance of a single isolated
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word, i.e., \one", \two", \three", etc. A sample signal is given in Figure 4.4, which is about 12 seconds long
and contains an utterance of three words. The given signal has already been processed by an ADC; i.e., it
is uniformly sampled (at above the Nyquist rate) and converted into digital format. Such signals have low
bandwidth, ranging from 20 to 200Hz. A sampling rate of 2000 samples per second is used, fs = 2000 Hz,
and samples are quantized with a 16-bit quantizer. Since the sEMG measures the voltage dierence between
recording electrodes, the signal amplitude has a unit of volts (V). Since the range of the test signals is known
to be conned to 0:2V, each sequence of data is bounded between 0:2 numerically.
4.4.2 DSA versus the best constant bi-level set
We emulate a 4-bit ash-type LC ADC, like the one shown in Figure 4.1. Test signals are LC-sampled using
two levels at a time (p = 2), chosen from a larger set l of 15 levels,
l = f 0:175;  0:15;  0:125;  0:1;  0:075;  0:05;  0:025; 0; 0:025; 0:05; 0:075; 0:1; 0:125; 0:15; 0:175g:
In other words, only two comparators are turned on at any moment. The levels are updated every 100
samples according to DSA, or approximately every v = 10 ms. A piecewise-constant reconstruction scheme
is employed, and the normalized MSE (measured in V 2) for the entire signal duration is computed. The
signal duration is also taken from 2000 to 13000 samples, at increments of 1000 samples. The result of DSA
is compared to the MSE using the best hindsight bi-level ADC. We see in Figure 4.5 that as the length of
input increases, the sequential algorithm learns, and its performance closely follows that of the best constant
scheme, as predicted by (4.16).
Furthermore, we see in Figure 4.6 that the number of LC samples varies with the input. Starting at
around the 3000th sample, and ending at around the 9000th sample, the LC ADC does not pick up many
samples. This can be explained when we look at the sample signal in Figure 4.4. The utterance occurs before
the 3000th sample; after that, the speaker paused till about the 9000th sample, with only ambient noise in
between. LC's adaptive nature prevents it from recording many more samples during quiescent interval where
there is no information, which enhances its eciency. On the other hand, conventional sampling obtains
samples at regular intervals, regardless of occurrences in the input. This result supports our intuition: by
sampling strategically, for bursty signals, LC is more ecient than uniform sampling.
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Figure 4.4: A 12-second sample input signal, where each burst is an utterance of a word, i.e., \one", \two",
\three", etc.
4.4.3 LC vs. Nyquist-rate sampling
In Figures 4.7 and 4.8, we present a case when LC is advantageous. We emphasize again that LC is proposed
as an alternative to the conventional (Nyquist rate) method, in order to more eciently sample bursty
(temporally sparse) signals that are encountered in a variety of settings. Such signals share the common
characteristic that information is delivered in bursts rather in a constant stream, i.e., the sEMG signals used
in this simulation.
A 4-bit ash-type LC ADC with a comparator bandwidth of 2kHz is compared to a 4-bit and a 3-bit
conventional ADC with the same sampling frequency of 2kHz. The result in Figure 4.7 indicates that the
4-bit LC ADC has performance slightly worse than that of the 4-bit ADC, but a lot better than that of the
3-bit ADC. However, we see in Figure 4.8 that LC sampling uses far fewer samples to obtain a reconstruction
of comparable performance. In fact, it consistently uses only one-tenth of the samples! When we sample to
nd the best reconstruction of an original bandlimited signal, conventional uniform sampling is often ideal.
However, when the goal is to nd a good reconstruction as eciently as possible, i.e.,using as few samples
as possible, LC is often advantageous.
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using level sets updated by DSA
using the best constant level set
Figure 4.5: The performance of the discrete-time sequential algorithm described in Section 2. The perfor-
mance is measured by normalized MSE and compared to the performance obtained using the best constant
level set known in hindsight.



















Figure 4.6: The number of LC samples obtained using DSA.
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Figure 4.7: The performance of LC sampling compared to that of uniform sampling. The red line indicates
the MSE of using a 4-bit LC ADC; the green dashed line represents the MSE of using a 3-bit (Nyquist-rate)
ADC; the blue dot-dash line is that of using a 4-bit (Nyquist-rate) ADC.


















Figure 4.8: The number of LC samples used to obtain the performance in Figure 4.7.
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4.5 Summary
In this section, we addressed the essential issue of level placement in an LC ADC, and showed the feasibility of
a sequential and adaptive implementation. Instead of relying on a set of xed reference levels, we sequentially
update the level set in a variety of ways. The algorithms presented here share the common goal of letting
the input dictate where and when to sample. Through performance analysis, we have shown that as a signal






In data processing, an analog input is invariably converted into binary form before it can be processed further.
The rate of conversion is application driven, with current state-of-the-art ADCs sampling at frequencies in
the gigahertz (GHz) range. On one hand, a higher sampling rate improves conversion accuracy; on the
other hand, this creates a glut of data that requires extra storage units and larger transmission bandwidth.
Therefore, data are compressed after sampling to alleviate the consumption of already limited resources.
We emphasized in the Introduction that the opportunistic nature of LC sampling lends itself naturally to
compression, hence rendering it a good candidate for compressing streaming data in communication systems.
The more bursty the source, the more ecient LC sampling is when compared to uniform sampling, where
a constant number of samples is gathered regardless of the signal's time-varying temporal behavior. In this
chapter we bring this intuition into fruition.
The conventional method processes the data in two steps, as shown in Figure 5.1. First the source is
sampled at a xed frequency of one sample per  seconds, and quantized amplitude values are converted
into binary bits and stored sequentially; then, blocks of bit sequence are processed by either a lossless or a
lossy compression scheme, such as run-length code. As many have pointed out [8], [9], [10], [12], this sample-
then-compress method can be inecient. It is by nature greedy. Often, a large quantity of samples, more
than necessary, is collected at the expense of additional resources, only to be discarded later on by source
coding. The additional resources consumed can be extra storage units, larger transmission bandwidth, and/or
Sampling Compression outputsource
Figure 5.1: A block diagram that illustrates the sequence of signal processing in a communication system.
The source is sampled rst; the samples are then compressed by source coding to reduce storage requirements
and/or transmission bandwidth.
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higher computational complexity. This extra consumption is only justiable when resources are so plenty
that it is unnecessary to allocate them optimally. However, in an increasing number of applications, such as
in wideband communications where signals processed have a high data rate, it is no longer cost-eective to
operate in this manner. With limited resources, a sampling method where information is gathered as needed,
no more and no less, is a much more elegant solution. This approach, though conceptually appealing, is a
challenging problem that requires us to reduce an arbitrary signal to only its minimum description. Much
analytical eort, with various approaches and results, has been devoted to nd the minimum necessary
number of samples needed for a given signal [2], [3], [9], [11], [23], [31]. In this chapter, we take a practical
perspective and examine the eciency of sampling with compression via LC. Our goal is to reduce the rate
of transmission using only LC. In our setup, data are acquired, stored, and compressed dierently:
 the source is level-crossed instead of being uniformly sampled;
 changes in amplitude, instead of amplitude themselves, are stored sequentially;
 compression is performed via thresholding.
We show that in some cases, LC alone can suciently compress signal as to render further source coding
unnecessary.
Before starting on the analysis, we reiterate that our goal is to acquire data eciently. A signal can be
compressed arbitrarily, if no regard is given to its reconstruction. It makes good engineering sense to compress
an analog source into a digital sequence that is as short as possible, while maintaining a reconstruction
performance that is as accurate as possible. With these aims in mind, the compression algorithms provided
in this chapter will be measured against the benchmark performance provided in (3.18) of Chapter 3: the
compressed sequence of an analog input x(t), after it is decoded, should produce a consistent reconstruction
x^(t) that satises
jjx  x^jj2  cjjxjj2e 2B :
This reconstruction bound is particularly desirable because the error energy decays to zero exponentially
with O(e 2B). It has been shown that this performance can be obtained by sampling the input uniformly
with a B-bit quantizer at an oversampling rate of 2B 1 with sampling period o = 2Bfmax. However,





= B2Bfmax b=s: (5.1)
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Figure 5.2: The LC ADC L checks for level crossings - every  seconds; then, changes between samples are
encoded with  and stored sequentially as x.
It is no surprise that the superior performance comes at the price of longer output that requires larger storage
units and wider transmission bandwidth, both of which are undesirable. Our goal is to establish a sampling
and compression scheme that outputs a sequence that has the performance of oversampling but at a much
shorter overall length, hence lowering rate of transmission of the sequence.
5.1 LC Sampling and Dierentiate Encoding
The rst step of our compression via LC design is shown in Figure 5.2. A B-bit LC ADC is used to identify
the LCs; then, changes between subsequent samples are encoded to facilitate compression that follows. Such
a data acquisition design is described by two components: the sampling bandwidth 1 and the sample encoder
1. To facilitate our analysis, we make use of a previously stated assumption that the source is amplitude-
bounded, jx(t)j  Vmax. The source is level-crossed using a B-bit LC ADC with spacing  = Vmax=2B 1.
Since the LC ADC in this setup encodes samples dierently from the LC sampler LC used previously, it is
referred to as L here.
When sampling bandwidth is large, it is possible to sample the source closely enough in time so that
subsequent samples are no more than one level apart. We have already shown in (3.4) that this condition can
be guaranteed when the sampling bandwidth satises 1  2BfmaxHz for any source signals bandlimited
to fmaxHz. In other words, when the source is oversampled by a factor of 2
B 1, the time-amplitude
resolution becomes ne enough so that at most one level-crossing occurs per interval of  . In such cases,
changes between any two neighboring samples can only be one of the three possibilities: crossing one level
1Sampling bandwidth 1

refers to either the the sampling frequency fs in a synchronous design of LC ADC, or the circuit
bandwidth in an asynchronous design, where  is the total delay of one conversion loop.
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upwards, crossing one level downwards, or no crossings. Let  be a codebook with just three symbols,
 = f+1; 0; 1g. It replaces the uniform scalar quantizer in the conventional ADC, and encodes the changes
between neighboring samples x(n) and x(n  1), n = 1; 2;    . The output of L is x(n), for n = 1; 2;    ,
x(n) =
8>>>><>>>>:
1; x(n) crossed one level upwards from x(n  1);
 1; x(n) crossed one level downwards from x(n  1);
0; no crossing has occurred.
(5.2)
The construction of L is presented below.
Construction 1. (LC encoder L): L is a B-bit LC ADC, B  2, that samples source at a xed
frequency of 1  R  fNqHz, and it encodes samples x(n) using  to output a DTDA sequence x shown
in (5.2), x(n) 2 f 1; 0; 1g. fNq is the Nyquist sampling rate of the analog source x(t), and R is an
oversampling ratio of R = 2B 1.
The sequence x together with the initial value of x(t) can be mapped one-to-one to an oversampled and
quantized sequence x(n) by an extension of (3.15) in Chapter 3,
fx(0); x(n)gn2Z $ fx(n)gn2Z;
where x(n) = bx(n) c+ =2.
Observation 1: Without further processing (i.e. compression by run-length code), the rate of transmission
for x is R =
2
o
. Compared to uniform sampling with a B-bit quantizer whose uncompressed rate of
transmission is B=o, L is preferable if samples have higher amplitude resolution, B > 2. This observation
is signicant in that the rate of transmission is independent from the number of levels used by the LC
ADC. Regardless of the resolution carried by the samples, the rate of transmission is bounded by 2=o.
We essentially obtain a reduction in transmission rate for free, just by recognizing the pattern of unit
increments/decrements in the samples.
Example 5.1: The source in Figure 5.3 is processed by an oversampled 2-bit LC ADC. L outputs one
sample every  seconds. The output records the grid-by-grid changes in amplitude, i.e., x(n) = 0 1 1 0  















Figure 5.3: The DTDA sequence x is a sampling of x(t) by sampler L. The \grid" is ne enough that at
most one crossing occurs per interval of  .
5.2 Compressing Bursty Signals via LC and Thresholding
The rate reduction obtained in the previous section was derived solely by recognizing the pattern embedded
in the samples, and it made no use of input characteristics. Naturally, we hope that by taking advantage
of the signal's temporal behavior, we can obtain greater eciency in compression. The output sequence in
Example 5.1 shows that a bursty signal is converted to a sparse DTDA sequence through L: the quiescent
intervals where no crossings occur are represented by 0's (they function like placeholders); upward and
downward crossings are represented by +1 and  1, respectively. Suppose L samples x(t) and processes
these samples over intervals of T seconds, after which it outputs a block of x at times t = 0; T; 2T;    .
Each block of x can be indexed as a sequence of N symbols; i.e., x = X1X2   Xn   XN , N = dT=e,
where the nth symbol is the occurrence of x(t) with respect to L in the interval of [(n   1); n). Note
that Xn 6= x(n); instead, it is the dierence between neighboring samples in terms of the number of levels
crossed. We are familiar with such sequences, especially when they are sparse.
5.2.1 Index of burstiness Ib
The term burstiness refers to the temporal concentration of the signal. Often the signal is concentrated in
temporally sparse regions, and we say a signal is bursty if its information is delivered in bursts rather than in
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a constant stream. There are many ways to characterize this behavior, such as modelling the bursty signal
space as a union of subspaces [9]. Such a characterization facilitates the derivation of necessary and sucient
sampling conditions; but in our setup, we nd it more convenient to quantify burstiness with an index Ib. Ib
is a numerical value that indicates the burstiness of a signal. The higher the Ib, the more bursty the signal
is. We show later that it lends directly in our expression of gain by compressing bursty signals with LC.
Let f (a; b) denote the information carried by signal f over the interval [ta; tb). There are many ways to
measure the information embedded in a signal, such as its energy(L2), its dynamic change(L1), or its rate




when the measure is the degrees of freedom, x(a; b) = Cx([ta; tb)), where Cx() is a counting function that
counts the number of degrees of freedom in a signal x(t) over the specied interval. Ib for nonzero signals is
dened as follows.
Denition 12. (Index of burstiness Ib) Let fIgnIk=1 be a sequence of disjoint nonempty sets, Ik 2 [0; T ],
and let I be a collection of these disjoint sets, I =
nI[
k=1
Ik, such that x(Ik) 6= 0 and x(I) x([0; T ] n I).






where l(I) is the length of the set I.
Equation (5.3) can be alternatively expressed as Ib(x) =
x(I)=x([0;T ])
l(I)=T , where the numerator is a ratio
of signal concentration, and the denominator is a ratio of the respective time supports, both of which are
bounded between 0 and 1 and are strictly greater than 0, since I is a collection of nonempty intervals,
0 < l(I)=T  1. When f(t) has little of its information (or energy) outside of I, x(I)x([0;T ])  1. Therefore,
1  Ib(x)  T=l(I): (5.4)
For example, consider two step functions, x1(t) =
1p
10
u(t), 0  t  10, and x2(t) = u(t   3)   u(t   4),
0  t  10. Both signals have unit energy, but x1(t) has Ib = 1, and x2(t) has Ib = 10. Visually, we see that
x2(t) is more bursty than x1(t).
Ib is akin to the concept of K-sparse introduced in compressed sensing, albeit K-sparse characterizes
DT signals, where Ib is used to characterize CT signals. For practical applications, where invariably a CT
























Figure 5.4: Compression of the sparse signal is performed in two steps. First the input is Level Crossed with
L; then, it is thresholded again with L.
the discrete-time framework established by the compressed sensing community examines signals that are
discrete in time and nite in length. A length-N real-valued sparse signal is notated as K-sparse, if only
K of its N coecients are nonzero, 0 < K  N . The index can be easily translated to the notations of




dl(Ik)=e. It follows from (5.3) that
N
K
 Ib(x)  N
K   nI : (5.5)
Equation (5.5) shows that a length-T analog signal, described by a bursty index Ib, can be sampled and
converted into a length-N DTDA sequence that is approximately K-sparse, regardless of whether the infor-
mation f is measured in L2, L1, or L0. It should be noted that a signal with high frequency content is not
necessarily bursty. For example, cos(2fmaxt) over a period of 2 has IB = 1. In the following section, we
apply this formulation of burstiness to quantify the gain obtained from compressing sparse signals via LC.
5.2.2 Thresholding with Lc
L converts a length-T bursty analog input into a length-N output x that is K-sparse, where its non-zero
elements are restricted to 1. The l0 and l1 norms of x are equivalent; i.e., jjxjj0 = jjxjj1  K. This
sequence can be highly compressible. Thresholding via Lc processes the input with two thresholds, as shown
in Figure 5.4.
Construction 2. (Thresholder Lc): Lc has two thresholds at +l and  l, 0 < jlj < 1. A sample is
registered as (n; x(n)) if (x(n   1)   l)(x(n)   l) < 0, or (x(n   1) + l)(x(n) + l) < 0. The output of Lc is
denoted by xc.
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Next we provide an algorithm (Algorithm 5) that compresses any bursty analog input into its LC samples.
The algorithm has linear complexity in signal length T , i.e., O(T ).
Algorithm 5 Compression via LC
1: set sampling frequency to 1o = 2
Bfmax; initialize x(0) = bx(0)=c+ =2;
2: sample the input x(t) by LC, x = L(x);
3: threshold x with Lc, x
c
 = Lc(x);
4: at t = nT , encode a length-N block of xc for transmission. Each time sample is encoded with log2N
bits; each sample value is encoded with 0 (positive) or 1 (negative).
Algorithm 5 compresses the analog input by essentially level-crossing it twice, once with L, and once
more with Lc. A consistent reconstruction of x(t) can be obtained using Corollary 1 in Chapter 3 with no
more than N=IB + nI samples. An assessment of its performance is given next.
Performance evaluation of Algorithm 5 1. Let x(t) be a signal bandlimited to fmax and amplitude
bounded to Vmax, and have a bursty index Ib. Let it be level-crossed by a B-bit L with resolution o, then
it is processed by threshold Lc to produce a binary sequence x
c
. The required transmission bit rate for x
c









+ bo b=s; (5.6)
where bo =
B
T . Furthermore, a consistent reconstruction x^(t) can be obtained from x
c
 to have error energy
bounded by jjx(t)  x^(t)jj2  cjjxjj2e 2B.
Proof. The time resolution o guarantees the LC samples can be mapped to an oversampled and quantized
sequence x(n), which can be used to produce a consistent reconstruction with error energy bounded by
jjx(t)  x^(t)jj2  cjjxjj2e 2B , as given by Theorem 6 in Chapter 3. After sampling, an bursty analog input
with index Ib can be expressed by a length-N sequence x(n) that is K-sparse, where the relationship
between K and Ib is given by (5.5) and can be rewritten as
N
Ib
 K  N
Ib
+ nI : (5.7)
x is a length-N sequence with K nonzero elements, valued at either 1 or  1. xc obtains only the nonzero
elements of x, where each can be encoded into 1 + log2N bits { 1 bit for the the value and log2N bits for
each location. Accounting for all K nonzero elements and the initial value, we arrive at
R(xc) =




With some grooming, we arrive at (5.6).
Equation (5.6) expresses our intuition all along, that when an input exhibits temporal sparsity, it is
compressible. The more bursty the signal, the more compressible it is, hence the greater the reduction of
transmission rate.
Observation 2: The extra processing of input by Lc is worth the eort only when it reduces the rate of















For example, a 5-second signal with bandwidth of 2000 Hz with Ib > 9 (the actual time support of the signal
is about half a second) is suitable for such encoding.
5.2.3 Performance at lower time resolution
The implementation of Algorithm refalg5 relies on ADC having large sampling bandwidth so that the rst-
order change of the input within an interval of  can be captured with only three symbols. However, the
LC ADC does not always have the resolution to oversample input by a factor of R = 2B 1, especially
when input is a wideband signal. Depending on the structure of the LC ADC, how fast it can sample is
limited either by the delay of the conversion loop in the asynchronous digital circuitry or by the bandwidth




seconds; hence, the dynamic change between subsequent samples is no longer bounded to
uctuate between immediate neighboring levels. The input can cross multiple levels within one conversion
loop, yet only one of them can be registered due to circuitry limitation. This results in a loss of resolution
in the output so we need to account for the multiple crossings that occur at lower time resolution.
Suppose the LC ADC has a time resolution of  sec,  = (2b   1)o, b  1. Suppose the changes in
amplitude between subsequent samples are bounded,



























Figure 5.5: The DTDA sequence xb is a sampling of x(t) by sampler Lb . The \grid" is not as ne as in
Figure 5.3; hence, multiple LCs can occur within an interval of  .
Let b be a codebook with 2
b+1  1 symbols, b = f0;1;    ;k;    ;(2b  1)g. It is used to encode the
overall change between neighboring samples x(n) and x(n  1), n = 1; 2;    :
xb(n) =
8>>>><>>>>:
k; x(n) crossed k level upwards from x(n  1), jkj < 2b   1;
 k; x(n) crossed k level downwards from x(n  1), jkj < 2b   1;
0; no crossing has occurred.
(5.10)
The construction of Lb is given below.
Construction 3. (LC encoder Lb): Lb is a B-bit LC ADC with sampling bandwidth
1
  RbfNqHz
that encodes samples x(n) with b shown in (5.10) to output a DTDA sequence xb , where xb(n) 2 b.
fNq is the Nyquist sampling rate of the analog source x(t), and Rb is the oversampling ratio Rb = 2
B b 1,
where B  2, and 1  b < B.
Example 5.2: The source in Figure 5.5 is processed by a 3-bit LC ADC. Lb outputs one sample every 
seconds. The output records the grid-by-grid changes in amplitude; i.e., xb(n) = 1 3   6 3   1 0 0 0 1 0 0 0.
The output sequence in Example 5.2 shows that a bursty signal is converted to a sparse sequence through
Lb . The quiescent intervals where no crossings occur are encoded as 0's, and upward and downward crossings
are represented by integer values. This is a DTDA sequence that can be easily compressed by thresholding
with Lc. The algorithm is provided in Algorithm 6. An assessment of its performance is given next.
Performance evaluation of Algorithm 6 1. Let x(t) be a signal bandlimited to fmax and amplitude
bounded to Vmax, and have a bursty index Ib. Let it be level-crossed by a B-bit Lb with resolution  =
(2b   1)o, then it is processed by threshold Lc to produce a binary sequence xcb . The required transmission
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Algorithm 6 Low resolution compression via LC
1: set sampling frequency to 1 ; initialize x(0) = bx(0)=c+ =2;
2: sample the input x(t) by LC, xb = Lb(x);




4: at t = nT , encode a length-N = T= block of xcb for transmission. Each time sample is encoded with
log2N bits; each sample value is encoded using b bits.








+ bo b=s; (5.11)
where bo =
B
T . Furthermore, a consistent reconstruction x^(t) can be obtained from x
c
b
to have error energy
bounded by cjjxjj2e 2(B b).
The proof follows the performance analysis of Algorithm 6.
Observation 3: We make several observations on the tradeos between Algorithms 4 and 5 here. First,
the transmission rate of xcb is less, R(x
c
b
























Although it takes more bits to encode each sample, xcb has =o times fewer number of samples per period of
T . Second, the lower transmission rate comes at the price of higher reconstruction distortion, which is about
22b times higher than before. Figure 5.6 shows that at lower time resolution  , the loss of time-amplitude
resolution is (=o)
2-fold.
5.3 Compression via LC in the Traditional Two-Step Framework
Previously, we analyzed the eectiveness of using LC alone in sampling and compression. It is shown to
drastically decrease the rate of transmission for input signals that are temporally sparse. For signals that
are not bursty, however, the gain is dismal, and we are to look back to the conventional two-step method for
sampling and compression of non-sparse signals. In this section, we study the eectiveness of using LC in the
traditional two-step framework, where source coding follows sampling in the processing of an analog input, as
shown in Figure 5.7. In this setup, sampling serves two purposes. First, it converts a continuous-time signal









Figure 5.6: The two shaded regions denote dierent time-amplitude resolutions. (a) The time-amplitude
resolution of an oversampled ADC, where a signal cannot cross more than one LC per interval of o. (b)
The time-amplitude resolution of an ADC at a lower sampling rate. Over a longer interval of  = 3o, the





Figure 5.7: In the setup illustrated in Figure 5.3, the source is rst sampled and pre-coded with L; then, the
samples are compressed by source coding to reduce storage requirements and/or transmission bandwidth.
output of L is a sequence of binary bits. Regardless of input, the more asymmetric the distribution of 0's
and 1's in the binary sequence, the greater the gain to be had by source coding. Therefore, the motivation
of pre-coding via LC is to accentuate signals that exhibits some sparseness, and furthermore, to create some
degree of sparseness in signals that are not sparse in themselves. As long as the signal has an observable
pattern, a probabilistic encoding method can be used.
5.3.1 Pre-coding with L
The level-crossing sampler L performs two tasks: it converts a signal from CT to DT, and it pre-codes the
samples to accentuate sparseness. Like L, L encodes the change between subsequent samples instead of
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the samples themselves, with the dierence that L encodes amplitude changes with a self-parsing code .
Next, we will give two types of encoding: the rst is static, and the second is probabilistic.
Static encoder 
A static encoder  functions very much like  introduced in Section 5.2. For example, when the sampling
rate is high enough so that subsequent samples can cross no more than one level; this dierence can be one
of three choices: crossing once upwards, crossing once downwards, and no crossing. The encoder o is given
below:
Code o: o is a self-parsing code with three codewords,f10; 11; 0g, and it is used to encode the dynamic
change between neighboring samples x(n) and x(n  1), for n = 1; 2;    .
xo(n) =
8>>>><>>>>:
10; x(n) crosses one level upwards from x(n  1);
11; x(n) crosses one level downwards from x(n  1); and
0; no crossing.
(5.12)
When the level set has more than four levels, B  2, encoding LC samples with o will always yield a shorter
DTDA output sequence than the conventional method, regardless of the temporal structure of the source.
At lower resolution, such as described in Section 5.2.3, b can be replaced by b to encode the multi-level
transition between samples.
Code b: b is a (b+1)-bit block code. Let the function dec2bi(k) denote the conversion of a decimal integer




1 dec2bi(k); x(n) crossed k levels upwards from x(n  1), jkj < 2b   1; and
0 dec2bi(k); x(n) crossed k levels downwards from x(n  1), jkj < 2b   1.
(5.13)
As shown Figure 5.8, the rst bit of each codeword b(1) denotes the direction of the crossing, i.e., 1 for
crossing upwards and 0 for crossing downwards. The next b bits of each codeword, b(2)   b(b+1), denote
the number of levels crossed. The zero codeword 0 is assigned to intervals within which no crossings occur.
Such a code can capture 2b   1 dierent upward level crossings and 2b dierent downward level crossings.
When the dynamic change between subsequent samples is bounded by the sample's dynamic range, b < B,
encoding LC samples with b will always yield a shorter sequence. Compared to the three-codeword o, b
has higher amplitude resolution, at the expense, of course, of longer codewords.
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Dynamic encoder fx
Besides encoding crossings with o and b, other encoding schemes can also be used if a probabilistic model
can be provided for the pattern of crossings. The number of crossings within one sampling interval (the
dierence between x(n   1) and x(n)) can be treated as the state of that interval; i.e., state 0 denotes no
crossing, state UP1 denotes crossing one level upwards, state DW1 is crossing one level downwards, etc.
The probability associated with each state (the number of crossings) can be either analytically computed
if statistic information is available, or assessed empirically on training data. Codewords can be assigned
accordingly using Human code, which is a self-parsing variable-length code known to give an output sequence
with the shortest expected length for some distributions. The principle of Human code is to assign the
shortest codeword to the most likely state (no crossing). The less likely a state is, the longer the codeword
it is assigned to.
As an example, let us consider an input signal that is a Gaussian-Markov random process. The sampled
sequence xn = x(n) has transition probability density function (PDF) fX(xnjxn 1)  N(xn 1; 2); with
an initial PDF of fX(x0)  N(0; 2o). For simplicity, assume the levels are equally spaced apart by . The
probability of the states 0, UP1, DW1,    can be computed analytically; i.e.,














and so forth. Suppose that the numerical probability for states fUP0, UP1, DW1, UP2, g is f0:60; 0:15;
0:15; 0:10g, respectively. Using Human code, the states are encoded with fx = f0; 10; 110; 111g, respec-
tively.
Regardless of the choice of , the central idea is the same: the source is converted into a binary sequence,
using LC sampling and an encoding scheme that assigns the 0 codeword to intervals when no crossings occur.
When the source is bursty with long quiescent intervals, the output sequence will contain a high proportion of
0's, Pr(0) Pr(1). The redundancy can be removed by further distortionless encoding [4]. The more bursty
the signal, the more asymmetric the distribution of 0 and 1 in its binary representation, and the greater the
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%
#   
the ith bit of x
%
the nth symbol of x
%
Figure 5.8: A binary output sequence of the LC ADC, with source symbol Xn and output bits x(i).
gain of compression. Essentially, we like to convert x(t) into x, such that Pr(x(i) = 0) Pr(x(i) = 1).
Similarly, we can also convert x(t), such that Pr(Xn = 0) Pr(Xn 6= 0).
5.3.2 The average rate of transmission
Assume the source signal is characteristically bursty, such that x is a binary sequence with long strings of
0, then the redundancy can be removed by further compression encoding. Naturally, we are interested in
obtaining an analytical expression of the compression gain, which can then be optimized. Let us rst dene
the notations.
The distribution of the sampled sequence x
An assessment of how this type of encoding can reduce the rate of transmission requires knowledge of
the distribution of 0's and 1's in the sampled sequence. It can be either derived directly from the a pri-
ori distribution or obtained empirically by counting the number of 0's and 1's in a test sequence; i.e.,
Pr (x(i) = 0) =
#0(x)
l(x)
, and Pr (x(i) = 1) =
#1(x)
l(x)
, where #0() and #1() denote the number of 0's and
1's, respectively, in the parameter. When the source is ergodic, the empirical distribution will converge to
the true distribution. Similarly, p(Xn) can also be found from the test sequence in the same fashion.
Suppose L samples x(t) and processes these samples over intervals of T seconds, after which it outputs
a block of x at times t = 0; T; 2T;    . Each block of x can be indexed as a sequence of N symbols, i.e.,
x = X1X2   Xn   XN , N = dT=e, where the nth symbol is the occurrence of x(t) with respect to L in
the interval of [(n   1); n). A sample path is characterized by its joint PMF, Pr(x = X1X2   XN ) =
p(X1X2   XN ), where X1X2   XN 2 N . A simplistic assumption is that the states are independent and
identically distributed (i.i.d.) with p(Xn). Given this, the prior probability of a particular sample path
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where pi is the probability that Xn takes on the ith outcome in , 1  i  jj. It follows that
Pjj
i mi = N .
The above assumption gives us useful analytical tractability; however, bursty signals tend to create
sequences x that are visibly clustered. When the input is quiescent at the nth state, it is likely to stay
quiescent at the n+ 1th state. Similarly, when a crossing occurs at the nth state, it is likely to be followed
by another crossing. Hence, when a length-T input is parsed into  -second intervals, the sample path x
is more accurately modelled as a rst-order discrete-time Markov chain, where the transition information is
described by a matrix P = [pnm], with entries
pnm = P (Xn = cnjXn 1 = cm); cn; cm 2 ; 0  n;m  jj   1: (5.15)
For ease of analysis, we assume the transition PMF is time-invariant. Let the index 0 always refer to the 0
codeword. P will take the form of
P =
0BBBBBBB@
p00 p01    p0M
p10 p11    p1M
...
...
pM0 pM1    pMM
1CCCCCCCA
; (5.16)
where p00 > 0, and p00  1  
PM
k=1 p0k. Therefore, the prior probability of a particular sample path





Furthermore, the same sequence can also be modelled as a discrete-time Markov chain with transition









The qij can be either obtained from pnm or empirically from test sequences. In keeping with the bursty
signal model, it is assumed that  > 0 and  1 . As a result, the prior probability of the same sample





The rate of transmission
Let X denote an arbitrary class of signals that is bandlimited and amplitude limited. Given that a T -second





In other words, if the sampler output is not processed by further encoding, then the average number of bits
used by the system to describe a T -second source is l(x). Of course, the longer the interval T , the longer
the average length l(x). The scaling eect can be normalized when (5.20) is divided by T to denote the






l(x)Pr(x) bits per second: (5.21)









l(x)Pr(x) bits per transmission
#
; (5.22)
where the term inside the bracket denotes the average bits transmitted per symbol Xn. We call this quantity
Rs, and R [b/s] =
1
 Rs[bits per transmission]:
Ultimately, we want to nd the optimal sampling scheme , and the optimal source coder c, such that


















For some class of signals, it is possible that the optimal rate of transmission R is achieved with the optimal
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As encountered in a diverse range of applications from signal processing to fault diagnosis in optical networks,
the task of eciently locating and extracting information from a source is analogous to source coding [40].
Indeed, as stated previously, the design of an ecient sampling scheme for a class of signals is treated like the
design of an optimal code for this class. For example, the state of the nth sampling interval can be viewed as
the nth source symbol in the sequence. The output sequence x is analogous to a coded sequence, and the
average length l(x) is analogous to the average length of the coded sequence. It follows from lossless source
coding theories [41] that the minimum average rate of transmission is lower bounded by the information





H(X1   XN ) b/s; (5.24)
where H(X1;    ; XN ) is the entropy of x.
The gain
Conventionally, in the absence of prior information on the source, Xn is assumed to be uniformly distributed
with u over a nite set of prescribed values, i.e., jj outcomes. Accordingly, the data rate has to be at least
1
 log jj b/s to ensure distortionless transmission. However, if prior information on the source is available,
the same signal can be sent at a lower rate. Let p be the given (or empirically obtained) distribution of the
source Xn; and using the formulation provided in the previous section, we have the following result on the
gain of sampling with L.
Gain of sampling with L: LC with L allows the same amount of information about the source to be





where R refers to the transmission rate of a uniformly sampled signal, and D(pku) is the Kullback-Leibler
distance between the two distributions p and u.
Proof. Previously, the assumption is made that the symbols Xn, n = 1;    ; N , are i.i.d. Consequently, the
joint entropy is the sum of the entropy of individual intervals, H(X1;    ; XN )  N  log jj, with equality
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(log jj  D(pku)) : (5.26)
Let R =
1
 log jj; then, when the signal has a nonuniform distribution p(Xn), its entropy can be written
as H(Xn) = log jj  D(pku), where D(pku) > 0, 8 p 6= u. Therefore, the transmission rate can be lowered
by 1D(pku) by sampling and encoding according to the probabilistic distribution of the signal.
The Kullback-Leibler distance measures the ineciency of assuming that the distribution is u when the
true distribution is p. The more p(Xn) deviates from the uniform distribution, the larger the gain. As such,
with an appropriately chosen sampler , the a priori information (that the source is bursty) can be exploited
to reduce the rate by as much as 1D(pku) b/s, while still transmitting the same amount of information.
For example, let us look back to o. When there is no information on the source, Xn is equally likely to be
any one of the three outcomes f10; 11; 0g. The rate of transmission needs to be at least log2 3 = 1:59 b/s.
On the other hand, if the source is bursty and the distribution is known, such that Xn = f10; 11; 0g with
probabilities f 116 ; 116 ; 78g, respectively, then according to (5.25), the optimal rate of transmission r is 0:89
b/s. As shown, prior information about the source can lower the transmission rate. In this case, the rate is
reduced by more than 40 percent.
Furthermore, when the output sequence is modelled as a Markov process described by (5.16), the gain













D (p(x2jx1)ku(x1)) b/s: (5.27)
5.4 Simulate Examples
The realizable compression ratio is heavily dependent on the data, where a sparse signal with regular structure
can be greatly compressed. We give an example of a bursty signal being processed by an LC ADC followed by
thresholding to reduce the transmission bits. In Figure 5.9(a), x(t) is a 10-seconds-long signal that exhibits
temporal sparseness with index Ib(x) = 10=3. In order to reduce noise variance due to quantization, we
oversample the signal as shown in Figure 5.9(b). While this improves the Nyquist-rate reconstruction by
over a factor of 2, it comes at the price of higher storage/transmission bandwidth, which in this case is
B= = 30:004 = 750 bits/s. When this sequence is uncompressed, the encoding of the 10-seconds-long signal
will take 7500 bits. Compressing the binary sequence with Human codes without a statistical distribution
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on the sequence reduces the number of bits to 2187, excluding overhead such as a translation table. The raw
compression ratio is 3:42. The translation table is given by









On the other hand, sampling and compressing with an LC encoder L followed by thresholding results
in the sequence shown in Figure 5.9(c). Here, the necessary number of bits to transmit, all in one block,
is 68  (1 + 12) = 884 bits, where the amplitude is encoded with 1 bit, and the indices are encoded wtih
dlog2( T0 )e = 12 bits. Of course, we can reduce the number of bits further by reducing the block size. At the
very least, the compression ratio is 8:48.
5.5 Summary
In this section, we made two principal contributions. First, we studied sampling and compression via LC
alone. No source coding is used in this setup; yet we nd that when input is sparse, LC alone can suciently
sample and compress, and further source coding is unnecessary. Second, we showed that LC can also be
eectively used in the conventional two-step paradigm where sampling and compression are performed in
two steps. LC functions as a pre-coding that facilitates the compression that follows. Furthermore, since the
eectiveness of compression is measured not only by the transmission rate but also by its ability to preserve
information in the source, both methods can guarantee reconstruction with a certain delity such that the
error energy decays with O(e2B).
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Figure 5.9: (a) A 10-seconds-long bursty input x(t). (b) The input uniformly oversampled and quantized





This dissertation addressed an alternative sampling method by level-crossing. We gave a conceptual design for
LC ADC, and provided the accompanying time-amplitude resolution analysis. Since signal reconstruction is
a key measure of any data-collection scheme, we examined various reconstruction capabilities of LC. Taking
into account that samples in practice are quantized, we gave a consistent reconstruction algorithm for a
general class of signals. In addition, we provided exact reconstruction algorithms for a class of signals with
nite rate of innovation. We analyzed the performance of these algorithms by examining the number of
samples required, the MSE bound, and the reconstruction complexity. In many cases we found that LC is
more ecient than uniform sampling, such that fewer samples are needed and the reconstruction algorithm
is matrix-free and sequential. Results are extended to sampling of sparse signals, and we showed that LC in
the framework of compressive sensing is equivalent to nding a suitable low-dimension subspace to project
the signal onto.
In the second part of this dissertation, we provided several algorithms that optimally place the reference
levels in an LC ADC. Ideally, the levels are located where information can be optimally extracted. We
bypassed usual methods that rely on the use of statistical models and signal tracking to favor a universal
approach: only the dynamic range of the input is assumed to be known. Several adaptive algorithms are
given that can sequentially assign levels in the ADC. Our algorithms demonstrate universality, such that
they can be used to sample any signal by adaptive learning of its structure. Furthermore, we show in the
performance analysis that not only can these algorithms perform as well as the best constant schemes that
could only be known in hindsight, they are also competitive against a class of signal-tracking algorithms.
In the last part of the dissertation, we consider the problem of LC sampling for signal transmission. We
provided an integrated design of sampling and compression that reduces transmission rate, while maintaining
good reconstruction performance using relatively simple algorithms. In the standard design of transmitters,
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the processing of the source is done in two steps: rst it is uniformly sampled, then the samples are com-
pressed. In our setup, this two-step process is replaced with LC alone, which naturally combines data
acquisition and data compression into one step. We show that LC can be used to maximize the usefulness
of every bit sampled, and as a result, it also minimizes the rate of transmission. Algorithms developed can
be applied to a multitude of systems to reduce transmitter payload and also to alleviate receiver ADC.
6.2 Future work
Much of the contribution of this dissertation rethinks the design of sampling to increase eciency. As a result,
more realistic models of non-ideal ADCs should be incorporated in the study. In addition to quantization
noise, we could also look into the eects of oset, gain error, and nonlinearity in the ADC circuit, and study
the immunity of an LC ADC toward such noise. Moreover, an assessment of the actual implementation cost
and tradeos is in order to validate the economical ecacy of our proposed approach. We can incorporate
both analog and digital circuit design into our study of LC ADC to obtain a more realistic understanding of
costs and gains. First, performance analysis of our proposal can be extended to include signal and system
parameters used in an up-to-date transceiver system. Furthermore, it will be very interesting to realize our
algorithms in analog and digital circuitry, and provide specications and descriptions for elements such as
comparators, triggers, and asynchronous processing units.
Another topic we would like to explore is the design of reference levels. Throughout this work, the
reference levels used in our setup been assumed, out of convention, to be constant thresholds. While we
showed that level-crossing signals with constant thresholds can eciently capture local variations in bursty
signals, it is not necessarily an ecient way to obtain information for other types of signals, e.g., step functions
or signals with small amplitude variations. As such, the good use of constant thresholds is limiting. We
recognize that LC in principle measures input by comparing it to a set of pre-determined signals, and there
is nothing that connes the choice of pre-determined signals to only constant thresholds. Consequently, it
would be interesting to expand the design to reference levels that include time-varying, periodic or aperiodic
signals, and provide the accompanying study of the sample resolution and the reconstruction performance.
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APPENDIX A
PROOF OF THEOREM 8
Proof. Step 1 : Given a level set Lk, we dene a function of the reconstruction error at time t = T as
S(k; T )
4








where  > 0. The function S(k; T ) measures the performance of a particular Lk on the signal xt up to time




















Since S(T )  1jLjS(k; T ), 8 k, S(T )  maxk 1jLjS(k; T ). It follows that
  ln(S(T ))  eT (L0) + ln(jLj) (A.1)
for any k. Hence, it remains to show that the exponentiated reconstruction error of the CS algorithm is
smaller than   ln(S(T )).
Step 2 : Since CS randomly chooses a level set at integer multiples of v, we will investigate its performance















































































where the last line is the expectation with respect to the probabilities used in randomization in (4.24).
Furthermore, Hoeding's inequality states that E[exp(sX)]  exp(sE[X] + s2R28 ) for bounded random
variables X such that jXj  R and s 2 R. Using this identity in the last line of (A.3) produces
S(nv)












where R is the maximum reconstruction error for any level set in any segment of length [(n  1)u; nu), and






)2(A2)dt = (A)2v; (A.5)
for a 2 R, and  = 1  1
2B
. Incorporating this into A.3 yields
S(ku)












































































The dierence between the E[~eT ] and the true error is given by











(xt   x^t(ck))2dt: (A.8)
We proceed to bound this dierence,





























 ~wkn   wkn :
An expression for the dierence between ~wkn and w
k
n can be found by using the mean value theorem,









for some ci 2 (~einu; einu), i = 1;    ; jCj. After the derivative is evaluated and with the fact that
P
k ~wk(c) = 1,
we have the following result,
jCjX
k=1


























~eknu   eknu :
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APPENDIX B
PROOF OF THEOREM 9
Proof. The proof of Theorem 2 follows that of Theorem 1. The S(k; T ) can be similarly dened as the
exponentiated function of ~et(Lk), and the same derivation can be applied henceforth. We observe that while
proving Theorem 1, the denition of et(Lk) is only used in (A.5) for the calculation of R, hence the regret
term ln(jLj) does not change. Furthermore, the quantity of
PnM 1
m=(n 1)M (~xm   x^m(Lk))2   shares the
same upperbound as
R nv

























B.1 Proof of Corollary 2














  Z (n+1)v
nv
(xt   x^t(Lk))2dt: (B.2)

























 ~wknv   wknv :
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An expression for the dierence between ~wknv and w
k
nv can be found by using the mean value theorem,







nv   einv); ci 2 (~einv; einv); i = 1;    ; jLj:
After the derivative is evaluated and with the fact that
P
k ~wk = 1, we have the following result:
jLjX
k=1
j ~wknv   wknvj 
jCjX
k=1
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The proof of Theorem 10 (4.26) in section 4.3.4 hinges on the Hoeding inequality that provides the rela-
tionship between the expectation of the exponent of a random variable x, E[ex], and the expectation of the
random variable itself, E[x].
Theorem 10. (Hoeding's inequality ) Let x be a random variable bounded between [a; b], then regard-
less of the probability distribution of x, the following relationship holds,
E[ex]  esE[x]+ s
2(b a)2
8 : (C.1)
Proof. The proof can be broken down into four steps:
Step 1 For any x 2 [a; b], let  = b xb a . Similarly, 1  = x ab a , and 0 < ; 1  < 1. With this relationship,
any x 2 [a; b] can be expressed as x = (1   )b + a, furthermore, by applying Jensen's inequality to
the convex function esx, for all s 2 R,
esx  esa + (1  )esb: (C.2)























Step 3 Equation(C.3) can be furthered developed by using this substitution: p = E(x) ab a and 1 p = b E[x]b a .
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sb = (1  p)es(E[x] p(b a)) + pes(E[x]+(1 p)(b a))
= esE[x]eln(1 p+pe
s(b a)) ps(b a): (C.4)
Step 4 The exponent of the second term on the right-hand side of (C.4) can be rewritten as (u) =
ln(1   p + peu)   pu, u = s(b   a). It is a function that is n times continuously dierentiable in the
closed interval [a; u], 8a; hence, when a Taylor's expansion is performed around 0, the rst three terms
(u) = (0) + 0(0)u+ "(0)2 u
2 can be computed, and it is s
2(b a)2
8 . Putting it all together,
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